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Abstract
AN ASSESSMENT OF THE STATUS OF ARTICULATION BETWEEN 
PUBLIC SECONDARY SCHOOLS, VOCATIONAL SCHOOLS,
AND COMMUNITY COLLEGES IN VIRGINIA 
by
Linda Howard Kilgore
The purpose of this study was to determine the status of general 
education and occupational program articulation efforts and practices as 
they existed between community colleges and the public secondary and 
vocational schools in Virginia. The problem was to also determine if a 
positive climate existed which was necessary for the planning of 
articulated programs between the secondary, vocational, and community 
college systems. The climate was determined by the perceptions reported 
by administrators toward articulation activities.
The population studied included the academic deans from 10 Virginia 
community colleges and the principals of representative public secondary 
and vocational schools from each of the selected college Bervice areas. 
Paired questionnaires were utilized to assess the status of articulation 
activities and to determine the attitudes of administrators toward 
articulation activities.
Chi square statistics were used to analyze the data. Seven null 
hypotheses were tested in the study* Comparisons were made based on the 
responses of the three administrative groups as related to. the type of 
institution, the geographical setting (rural or urban), the geographical 
location, and the size of the community college.
It was concluded that community college administrators, secondary 
school principals, and vocational school principals indicated overall 
positive attitudes toward articulation activities. Overall 
participation of secondary and vocational schools in articulation 
activities with community colleges was well below the 50% level. 
Administrators involved in articulation activities felt very positive 
about the overall benefits of such involvement. Administrators not 
involved in articulation activities tended to hold positive feelings 
toward the initiation of most articulation practices.
Significant attitudinal differences were Identified in 
administrators' opinions concerning college level courses being offered 
in the high schools, the sharing of educational resources, and the 
utilization of college faculty in the high school.
iii
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Significant differences In the participation of administrators In 
articulation activities were Identified In the areas of cooperative 
program development, the offering of college level classes in high 
schools, sharing of educational resources, the formulation of written 
articulation guidelines and policies, and attendance at articulation 
meetings.
Nearly all administrators felt the high school programs were 
providing the type of preparation needed by students to succeed in 
community college programs, and they felt positively that high school 
vocational programs should be designed to allow studentB to continue in 
their specialty area at the community college as well as to enter the 
labor market.
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Chapter 1 
INTRODUCTION
During the past decade, much was written to promote the
coordination of educational programs of secondary and post-secondary
educational institutions. Although most educational researchers,
administrators, and faculty members would argue in principle to the
possible benefits of cooperative practices and planning, there was
little incentive for schools and colleges to work together. Martin
Haberman (1971) summed up the situation in this statement:
Reports, books, and demonstration projects on how we [schools 
and colleges] can cooperate have not affected any 
reality . . . There are no budgetary, personnel, or other 
resources built into either institution that depend on 
cooperation; quite the contrary, the more either institution 
"cooperates," the more it costs and detracts from its own 
major purposes, (p. 134)
With recent economic trends which threatened the budgets of all 
educational systems, the incentive for cooperative programming and 
planning was at an all time high. High levels of unemployment led to a 
declining tax dollar. Educational programs were not only held more 
accountable, but educational systems were asked to become more cost 
effective. During 1982 in Virginia, community colleges, experienced 
mandatory reversions of appropriated dollars back to state coffers. 
Budget cuts, moratoriums on capital outlay projects, and state salary 
freezes were initiated as efforts by Governor Charles Robb to balance 
the 1983 State budget.
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In reaction to legislative pressures, the State Board of Virginia 
Community Colleges conducted a self-study with the primary purpose being 
to locate areas within the Bystem where cuts could be made with the 
least effect on delivery of educational services and quality of 
Instruction. Early suggestions for conserving the educational dollar 
Included such extreme measures as closing all state institutions of 
higher education with enrollments of less than one thousand full time 
equivalent students. With such economic realities facing education, 
administrators at all levels were anxious to identify areas where 
savings could be made in the educational process. It was necessary for 
educators to take all steps practical to improve their effectiveness and 
efficiency.
Expanded use of articulation activities could not only improve the 
effectiveness of educational programs and services, but it could 
increase efficiency at each level of education within the systems and 
between the systems. In a recent study conducted as a part of the 
Virginia Community College System's (VCCS) Master Plan, lack of 
articulation was identified as one of the ten most pressing Issues 
within the VCCS.
Improved articulation practices could prove to be directly 
beneficial to the student as well as to the efficient operation of the 
Institution. Cooperative planning of educational services and programs 
could decrease duplication in instruction, thereby promoting the 
progress of the student from one educational level to the next. Making 
cooperative use of physical and personnel resources could mean savings 
to each system involved.
3This study resulted from an attempt to determine the present status 
of articulation practices between public secondary schools and community 
colleges in Virginia and to describe the perceptions of administrators 
toward articulation activities. There was a lack of recent research in 
this area, especially in the general education curricula. As a result 
of thiB paucity of research, many possibilities to rationalize 
curriculum and resources between education levels have not been 
capitalized on.
Such partnerships between educational units could be fostered if 
the climate were considered positive enough for cooperation to be 
feasible. If, through this study, a climate could be identified which 
would support a commitment by educators to articulated activities, then 
the two systems could be brought together for planning and 
implementation of such activities.
The Problem
The primary purpose of this study was to determine the status of 
general education and occupational program articulation efforts and 
practices as they exiBted between community colleges and the public 
secondary and vocational schools in Virginia.
Sub-problems
The sub-problems of this study were:
1. To determine the kinds of articulation practices in general 
education and occupational programs being conducted between the 
community colleges and the secondary schools in their service areas,
2. To determine the perceptions of community college 
administrators about the status of and possibilities for articulation
Apractices between secondary schools* vocational schools, und their 
community colleges,
3. To determine the perceptions of secondary school 
administrators and vocational school administrators about the status of 
and possibilities for articulation practices between the community 
colleges and their feeder schools, and
A. To present recommendations for articulation practices which 
could be initiated to improve program articulation between the secondary 
and post-secondary educational systems based on responses of secondary 
school, vocational school, and community college administrators.
Importance of the Study
The benefits of articulated programs certainly warrant 
administrative investigation and planning for efficient and effective 
methods for students to make transitions from secondary to 
post-secondary education. The obvious advantage to an articulated 
curriculum Is that it facilitates the student's progress through an 
educational program with maximum efficiency and with minimum 
expenditure, duplication, and time. An articulated curriculum can 
encourage program continuity, which reduces uncertainty about who is to 
teach what, at which schools, and In which programs. Clarifying 
curriculum responsibilities such as these allow school placement 
officers, guidance counselors and instructors to advise and place 
students in programs at their appropriate competency level and to advise 
students with more certainty into educational programs and employment 
areas (Kraska, 1980).
5The articulation process can lead to overall Instructional program 
evaluation and improvement as it can create interest and provide 
incentive for instructors, supervisors, and administrators to identify 
instructional objectives and to develop curriculum guides and student 
progress records. An articulated curriculum can create a climate for 
coordination of curriculum with employment needs. Occupational and 
technical programs may be revised and developed from the secondary level 
through the post-secondary two-year program to reflect the needs of 
business and industry, thus providing curriculum relevancy. Last, but 
not least, the articulated curriculum allows educators to better serve 
the individual by recognizing the student's competencies and abilities, 
by providing individualized opportunities, and by granting credit for 
previous educational and life experiences (Kraska, 1980).
Most administrators are anxious to request of their state and 
localities more funds for educational programs, but are often reluctant 
to consider cooperative endeavors which might produce more efficient and 
effective programs. Ineffective articulation efforts, lack of 
understanding, and unhealthy competition between secondary and college 
educational units affect students directly and society indirectly. 
Studies have shown that an unnecessary amount of course duplication is 
experienced by students in their last two years of high school and first 
two years of college. Birdsall Blanchard's 1966 study reported that, as 
a result of duplicated subject matter, nearly three million college 
freshmen and sophomores were paying tuition of more than $420 million 
for subject matter for which their parents had paid through state taxes 
during the students' high Bchool years (Blanchard, 1971).
6As a result of the general national economy and the trend of 
undercollection of tax dollars at the state and local levels, 
educational systems are scrutinized by legislatures. At all levels of 
Instruction, educators are asked not only to produce a better product 
but to do it with fewer tax dollars. The economic outlook for the 
future of public education is bleak. Due to declining budgets, 
administrators are being forced to prioritize not only their future 
needs but their existing programs and services as well. In view of this 
economic crisis facing educational institutions, planning effective 
programs which are efficient is no longer an option. As a means to this 
end, articulation between different levels of educational programs and 
across similar educational units will in the near future become a public 
mandate.
The success of school-college articulated practices depends on many 
factors, but probably the single most necessary element is this 
cooperative climate. If educational programs are going to be 
articulated and curricula coordinated in Virginia, it is mandatory that 
educators develop a positive attitude and a stronger commitment to work 
together (Curry, 1980).
The concern in this study is to identify the nature and extent of 
articulation in Virginia and to determine if a positive climate exlstB 
necessary for planning articulated programs between the secondary, 
vocational, and community college systems.
7Basic Assumptions
The following assumptions were considered pertinent to this study:
1. Articulation between community colleges and secondary school 
units in Virginia would facilitate the transition of the student from 
one level to another and improve the efficiency of both systems thereby 
providing benefit to the taxpayer.
2. The attitudes of educators toward articulation could be 
assessed by a carefully constructed questionnaire-opinlonnaire 
administered to selected subjects.
3. The attitudes of educators toward articulated activities would 
affect the success or failure of such programs if initiated.
4. Educators would react to the questionnaire-opinionnaire in an 
honest manner» and the instrument would describe how they perceived the 
articulation of certain educational activities between the two systems.
Limitations of the Study
The following limitations of the study were recognized:
1. Only Virginia community college and secondary schools were
Included in the study; therefore, the generalizabillty of the study
outside of Virginia would be minimal.
2. Ten of the twenty-three community colleges in Virginia were 
selected as representative of all the community colleges in. Virginia.
3. Seventy-three public secondary school units and their 
vocational/occupational counterparts from within the jurisdiction of the 
selected community colleges were Included in the study as representative 
of all the public secondary schools in Virginia.
4. The participants In this study were limited to one key
administrator from each of the ten community colleges and one from each 
of the 73 public secondary schools and 20 vocational schools
participating.
5. The research was limited in scope to responses gathered
through a queBtionnalre-opinionnalre.
6. The study was limited to investigating the status of
articulated activities and the perceptions of administrators about 
articulated activities.
7. Mo attempt waB made in this study to evaluate the articulation 
efforts of any particular community college or public school division 
included in the survey.
Definitions of Terms
Articulation
Articulation is considered to be synonymous with the term vertical
articulation. The definition considered most acceptable for this study
waB presented by Cheryl Opachlnch and James Linksz (1974) as follows:
The multi-dimensional process of dovetailing institutional 
operations and responsibilities to enhance progression of 
studentB . . . from one level (high school) to another
(community college) and maximize resources. Articulation must 
be an ongoing process which may be carried out in concert with 
initial program planning but also after programs are already 
operational, (p. 7)
Articulative Activities
Articulative activities are referred to as any articulative process 
which might be considered to fall within one of the three dimensions 
(defined on page 9) of the Btudy. Also included are those appearing on
9the questionnaire-opinionnaires and those provided by the subjects in 
the free response items,
Attitude
Attitude was defined by Good as "the predisposition or tendency to 
react specifically towards an object, situation, or value; usually 
accompanied by feelings and emotions" (Good, 1973, p. 49).
Communication Dimension
The communication dimension, as the articulative process, is 
concerned with "articulative relationships such as dialogue, counterpart 
conversations and articulative policy statements" (Opachinch and Llnksz, 
1974, p. 7).
Community College
The community college refers to "public two-year institutions of 
higher education which offer transfer, occupational career, 
developmental, and continuing adult education programs" (Opachinch and 
Llnksz, 1974, p. 7).
Community College Size
The size of community colleges in Virginia is determined by the 
Virginia Community College Systems Office. Based on annual full time 
equivalency enrollment the following size requirements have been 
established:
A small community college is considered to have enrollment of less 
than 1,500 annual full time equivalent students.
A mid-size community college is considered to have enrollment of a 
minimum 1,500 up to 2,499 annual full time equivalent students.
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A large community college is considered to have enrollment of a 
minimum of 2,500 annual full time equivalent students.
Information Dimension
The information dimension of the articulatlve process is concerned 
with "external information giving elements which operate on individuals 
within and between the educational systems such as public relations, 
publications, recruitment, parental influences and peer influences" 
(Opachlnch and Linksz, 1974, p. 7).
Interaction Dimension
The interaction dimension of the articulatlve process is concerned 
with "actual Involvement of individuals, groups, and institutions in 
cooperative experiences and activities such as facilities sharing, 
cooperative program planning and developing advanced standing policies 
in college programs" (Opachlnch and Llnksz, 1974, p. 7).
Positive Agreement
Positive agreement refers to simple majority of responses to 
questions on the questlonnalre-opinionnaire administered to collect data 
for this study.
Rural Community College
Community college with a service area having a population of less 
than 150,000 with no major population centers having more than 20,000 
residents.
Urban Community College
Community college with a service area having a population of more 
than 150,000.
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Hypotheses
The hypotheses of the study are that:
1. There will be a significantly higher percentage of community 
college administrators with positive attitudes toward articulation than 
there will be vocational school principals with positive attitudes 
toward articulation.
2. There will be a significantly higher percentage of community 
college administrators with positive attitudes toward articulation than 
there will be public secondary school principals with positive attitudes 
toward articulation,
3. There will be a significantly higher percentage of vocational 
school principals with positive attitudes toward articulation than there 
will be public secondary school principals with positive attitudes 
toward articulation.
4. There will be a significantly greater occurrence of vocational 
schools participating in articulatlve activities with community colleges 
than there are secondary schools participating in articulatlve 
activities with community colleges,
5. There will be a significantly greater occurrence of
articulation activities in community colleges, vocational schools, and 
secondary schools located in an urban setting than there will be
articulation activities in community colleges, vocational schools, and
* to
secondary schools located in a rural setting.
6. There will be a significantly greater occurrence of
articulation activities in vocational schools and secondary schools 
served by large and mid-size community colleges than there will be
Chapter 2 
REVIEW OF LITERATURE
This chapter presents a review of the literature specifically 
related to the proceBs of articulation between public secondary schools 
and community colleges. A conscious effort was made to bring together 
the key aspects of the literature as defined in this study. The 
literature review was organized into the following topical areas: 
(a) definitions and classifications of articulation, (b) historical 
overview of articulation, (c) Inhibitors to the articulation process, 
(d) strategies for improving articulation, and (e) a brief summary of 
the benefits of articulation.
Definitions and Classifications of Articulation
Even though the concept of articulation has experienced a long 
history in educational circles, it is evident that many administrators, 
teachers and educational specialists still lack a basic understanding or 
have only a vague idea of the meaning.
The process of articulation has been defined and described by 
educators in both broad and specific terms depending on their individual 
interest and specific purposes for which they were applying the term. 
The various definitions of articulation were found to have a common 
thread which emphasized communication and cooperation between and among 
educational units.
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Webster's general definition of articulation "the state of being
jointed or systematically interrelated into a whole" (Webster, 1969,
p. 124), was brought Into educational perspective in Good's (1973)
Dictionary of Education;
. . . the organization of classroom Instruction* cocurriculor 
activities, and other interdependent and Interrelated services 
of the school system so as to facilitate the continuous and 
efficient educational process of students from grade to grade 
and from school to school, . . . also, the interrelation of 
the school's instructional program with the educational 
programs of other available institutions or work 
opportunities, (p. 42)
Frederick C. Kintzer (1970), a leading authority on articulation
between secondary and post-secondary institutions, agreed that the
process involves "the interrelationships between schools and colleges,
quasl-educational institutions, and other community organizations-all
activities that effect the movement of students" (p. 3). Kintzer also
recognized the importance of secondary and post-secondary units sharing
equally in establishing "a team relationship" (p. 4), which allows the
continuous flow of students from one grade level or school to another,
Julius Menacker (1975), an experienced university coordinator of
school and college relations, carried the "institutional cooperation"
meaning a step further in the following overview of articulation;
Formal education is most appropriately viewed as a continuous 
process beginning with the primary grades and extending 
through the highest level that a student's ability and 
resources can carry him. This is to say that one must not 
view the elementary school on the one hand and the university 
on the other as separate and distinct segments of the 
educative process. Instead, these organizational units must 
be viewed as administrative divisions that should in no way 
impede or interrupt the process of formal education, which has 
as its base a common body of knowledge that receives greater 
delineation as one progresses through successive stages of 
development, (p. 3)
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Birdsall Blanchard (1971) emphasized the importance of the
"efficient progress made by a student in our educational system*'
(p. 109). He described this "efficiency" and "good articulation" as the
individual student being "able to progress from one grade to another
using his maximal potential aptitude with no major obstacles Impeding
his efforts, needs, interests and aspirations" (p. 109).
Leland Medsker and D. Tillery (1971) promoted the view that the
general education requirements in the junior or community college are
composed of curricular offerings which began in elementary school and
continued into high school. They advised program developers to
consider the years preceding junior college for clues as to 
what the junior college should be, or in order to suggest 
needed changes in the high school programs. Without such 
articulation with secondary schools, general education 
requirements may become increasingly repetitive and 
irrelevant, (p. 70)
Franklin P. Wilbur for his 1975 study of cooperative programming
between secondary and post-secondary curricula defined articulation as
"planned programs and practices which link secondary and post-secondary
curricula and involve a high degree of systematic cooperation between
the two levels" (p. 1).
Louis Bender (1973) also adhered to the definition stemming from
the Latin derivation for "joint," which implies
an interconnectiveness forming a perfect system without loss 
of identity or distinctiveness of the separate parts or units.
Thus, articulation would encompass an organizational structure 
whose component parts fit into each other to form a cohesive 
system of educational opportunity, (p. 4)
In all of the definitions cited, something common was Involved; 
each emphasized some form of communication, cooperation, mutual planning 
and/or establishment of understanding. Collectively it was recommended 
that good articulation forms "a continuum that transcends organizational
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units . . . and promotes continuous, efficient, forward progress of
students through the educational system" (Menacker, 1975, p. 4).
The definition found to be most representative of the purposes of
this study was also in agreement with the aforementioned authorities.
Cheryl Opachlnch and James Linksz (1974) defined articulation as:
The multi-dimensional process of dovetailing institutional 
operations and responsibilities to enhance progression of 
students in curriculum areas from one level [high school] to 
another [community college] and maximize resources. 
Articulation must be an on-going process which may be carried 
out in concert with initial program planning but also after 
programs are already operational, (p. 7)
The elements of articulation have been subdivided into several 
conceptual areas. Menacker (1975) divided articulation activities into 
formal and Informal processes. He categorized formal activities to 
include articulation conferences involving counselors, administrators, 
teachers, and students. Also Included in this subdivision was 
educational documents Buch as curriculum guides, admission brochures, 
student progress records, class profiles, and other informational 
material produced for counselor and student use.
Included in Informal articulation processes were the unplanned, 
more spontaneous activities. A telephone call from a secondary 
counselor to the admissions officer of the community college was cited 
as an example of a day-to-day, low-keyed relationship typical of the 
informal process.
Additional subdivisions considered the educational specialty areas 
of administrative articulation, curricular, program or subject 
articulation, and guidance articulation. Administrative articulation 
included the coordination of such resources as personnel, 
plant/equipment, policy changes, or student services between schools and
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colleges. Curricular articulation concentrated on the smooth academic 
transition In subject areas from one educational level to another. 
Curricular articulation required the communication, cooperation and 
planning among all teachers of a curricular area at all levels, 
elementary through college. Guidance articulation was considered the 
moBt common type of articular relationship between schools and colleges. 
Guidance counselors and admission officers communicating about student 
concerns in the areas of program selection, course transferability, 
admission requirements, academic adjustment, and college selection was 
offered as examples of this form of articulation (Menacker, 1975).
Another form of articulation cited was concerned with the movement 
of students within the various educational frameworks. Horizontal 
articulation was defined as the movement of a student from a program, 
course, or activity at one educational class or facility to another at 
the same level. The transfer of a high school senior from one high 
schou] class to another within the same system was given as an example. 
In contrast, vertical articulation was most often related to a student's 
movement from one competency level to another competency level. This 
upward or downward movement was typified by a student moving from 
elementary to high school then to the university only to decide after a 
semester to return home to attend the community college. Vertical 
articulation allows the student to progress from one educational level 
to another and to be credited for his previous learning experiences 
(Senier, 1978}.
The Opachlnch and Linksz (1974) classification of articulation 
activities has been chosen as the most applicable to the purposes of 
this study. In their Handbook for Articulating High School and
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Community College Career Programs, they described three aspects of an 
articulation program as follows:
The information dimension of the articulatlve process is concerned 
with "external information giving elements which operate on individuals 
within and between the educational systems Buch as public relations, 
publications, recruitment, parental influences and peer influences" 
(p. 7).
The communication dimension as the articulatlve process is 
concerned with "articulatlve relationships Buch as dialogue, counterpart 
conversations and articulatlve policy statements" (p. 7),
The interaction dimension of the articulative process Is concerned 
with "actual involvement of individuals, groups, and institutions in 
cooperative experiences and activities such as facilities sharing, 
cooperative program planning and developing advanced standing policies 
in college programs" (p. 7).
Historical Overview of Articulation
The American educational system did not originate in a logically 
sequenced order. The elementary school, the first educational unit to 
evolve in the colonies, vsb followed by the college then the high 
school, next the kindergarten, and, during most recent years, the 
community college. Today's system of schools in the United State was 
transplanted from multi-national origins.
The kindergarten, adopted from Germany, was incorporated into the 
American system years after the establishment of elementary schools. 
The American concept of the elementary school was modeled after the 
Prussian grade schools, and England provided the model for our colleges.
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The only domestically created units In our educational system were the
high school and the community and junior colleges. The diverse origins
of our educational system, coupled with the chaotic sequence oi its
development has undoubtedly contributed to the coordination problems
which exist among our educational units (Menacker, 1975).
Ernest Boyer (19CG), president of the Carnegie Foundation for the
Advancement of Teaching, was convinced that educators of a century ago
had a better understanding of the fact that
we cannot have excellence in higher education if we do not 
have excellence in schools. It's such a simple point— the 
need for close collaboration— and yet in recent years this 
school/college relationship has been essentially ignored.
We've pretended we could have quality in higher education
without working in the schools, which are, in fact, the 
foundation of everything we do. (p. 8)
According to John Russell and Charles Judd (1940) the American 
system recognized early the importance of the orderly progression of the 
student from one unit to another. As early as 1B16 the constitution of 
Indiana stated that, "It shall be the duty of the General Assembly, as 
soon as circumstances will permit, to provide by law for a general 
system of education, ascending in a regular graduation from township 
schools to a State University" (p. 216).
The benefits of articulation between educational units and the
means by which effective articulation can be achieved 1b not a new issue 
to the 1980's. Many references have been made to articulation efforts 
and policies during the past one hundred years. A chronological listing 
of those considered moBt important is presented:
1. The Morrill Act of 1862 (Land-Grant College Legislation)
provided grants of federal land in each state to encourage the
development of colleges and universities devoted to vocational skills in
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such areas as agricultural and mechanical arts. This federal 
legislation changed the entire concept of higher education and gave 
Impetus to secondary vocational education and the emergence of the 
comprehensive high school (Venn, 1964). These early colleges with 
vocational emphasis closely resembled the comprehensive community 
college of today (Bender, 1973).
2. In 1884, two resolutions were passed by the Massachusetts 
Classical and High School Teacher's Association. The first identified 
the lack of cooperation between secondary schools and colleges as 
"evil." The second stated that an increase in cooperation between these 
units would be Identified as "good." As a result the high school 
administrators invited nineteen New England college presidents to a 
meeting to address the subject of school/college cooperation. Only 
three presidents responded to the request. The participation of 
Harvard's President, Charles W. Eliot, brought credence to the effort 
and from this meager beginning in 1892 a national panel evolved which 
became known as the Committee of Ten (Boyer, 1980).
3. In its founding year, 1892, the Committee of Ten (Committee on 
Secondary School Studies) membership was primarily college educators who 
believed the function of the secondary schools to be that of college 
preparatory feeder institutions. Recommendations from the committee 
Imposed heavy requirements in such traditional subject areas as Latin, 
Greek, English, mathematics and history. The articulation effort was 
most significantly promoted by the agreement of the committee to use the 
Carnegie unit as a standard academic measure (Raubinger, 1969).
4. The New England Association of College and Preparatory Schools 
founded in 1885 was the first of a number of regional accrediting
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associations. The purpose of this organization was to establish uniform 
standards and cooperative relationships between secondary schools and 
colleges. Ten years later* the North Central Association of Colleges 
and Secondary Schools was organized. Ita first constitution stated, 
"The object . . . shall be to establish close relations between the 
colleges and secondary Bchoola of the North Central States" (Menacker, 
1975, pp. 13—14).
5. From these accrediting associations, namely the Middle StateB 
Association, evolved the College Entrance Examination Board (CEEB) in 
1900, This college admission system was based on external entrance 
examinations which led to the Improvement of student transition from 
high school to college (Opachlnch and Linksz, 1974).
6. In 1910 secondary administrators pushing for a more liberal 
curriculum with emphasis an relevant subjects led the way for the
formation of the Committee of Nine on the Articulation of High School 
and College. The committee, sponsored by the National Education 
Association (NEA), was the first to point out that the college
preparatory curriculum of that day met the needs of only a minority 
group of high school students and recognized that this was not the only 
responsibility of the public high school (Menacker, 1975).
7. Another NEA group, the Committee of College Entrance
Requirements, which emerged in 1911, IsBued this statement significant
to articulation:
It has been our aim to make our plea general for the granting 
of preparatory schools [of] greater freedom in planning their 
courses of study to fit local needs and to develop Interests, 
tastes and abilities of their students whom they serve.
(Raubinger, 1969, p. 100)
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8. The NEA Commission on the Reorganization of Secondary 
Education, formed in 1918, was an outgrowth of the 1911 Committee. This 
group recognized the importance of articulation and made specific 
recommendations that called for reorganization patterns including the 
development of the junior high school and the junior college. High 
schools were encouraged to relax admittance standards in order to 
accommodate average elementary school students. Colleges were cited for 
their stringent entrance requirements which placed constraints on high
schools to the point that they could not meet the needs of the
heterogeneous student population (Raubinger, 1969).
9. In 1930 the Progressive Education Association appointed the 
Commission on the Relation of School to College to examine the subject 
admission requirements demanded before high school students could be 
admitted to most colleges. The Eight-Year Study, as it came to be 
known, compared the progress of college students who had met the
traditional admission requirements with college students who were 
allowed to participate in a more liberal and unorthodox curricula in
high school. The study revealed that the achievement of the students
who experienced the diverse high school curricula was often superior to 
students who followed the traditional curricula. The research project 
credited high schools with the ability to design their own curricula and 
to meet the needs of all students not just the college-bound. The 
Eight-Year Study not only encouraged many colleges to abandon
traditional requirements but also created a climate of mutual respect
between college professors and school teachers. It recognized the
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necessity of communication and cooperation to remove the barriers which 
had been erected between secondary schools and colleges 
(Menacker, 1975).
10. Even though by 1940 the high schools had redefined their 
mission and redesigned their curricula to reflect a pragmatic 
philosophy, colleges still demanded preparatory programs for the 
college-bound student. The accrediting association became more tolerant 
of the comprehensive high school programs and adopted the achievement 
test which allowed students the opportunity to prove themselves capable 
of college work. The first used was the Scholastic Aptitude Test (SAT) 
in 1926 which was followed by the American College Testing (ACT) Program 
in 1959. Academic testing was soon accepted nation-wide and nearly 
every college-bound student sat for one or more tests. Even community 
colleges with open-door admission policies used the test results for 
counseling and placement rather than admission (Menacker, 1975).
11. The return of soldiers following World War II, brought about 
dramatic changes in school and college relations. The President's 
Commission on Higher Education in 1947 underscored the need to provide 
easier transition between high schools and colleges (Opachlnch and 
Linksz, 1974). Educational opportunity was made available to servicemen 
through the Government Issue Bill of Rights. The impact of this 
population on high schools and colleges forced colleges to relax 
admission policies. As an equivalency test, the Tests of General 
Education Development (GED) was introduced which upon successful 
completion allowed students to by-pass high school and enter college 
programs (Menacker, 1975).
12. The needB of exceptional students were recognized In 1955 by 
the introduction of the Advanced Placement Program by the College
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Entrance Examination Board, Advanced students were given the 
opportunity to take college level courses while still In high school. 
The program was cooperatively planned by high school and college 
personnel and since ltB Inception many schools and colleges have 
participated (Menacker, 1975). James B. Conant (1961) recommended that 
"every high school ought to strive for participation in the Advanced 
Placement Program" (p. 145).
13. Jerome Bruner's book, The Process of Education, published in 
1960 had a profound effect on school curriculum practices which led to 
curriculum reconstruction in many elementary and high schools. He 
introduced the concept of the special curriculum which was based on the 
theory tltat basic knowledge and skills of a subject can be introduced to 
the very young child and can be built upon at each grade level or Btage 
of the educational process. This required of educators careful planning 
and sequencing of each student's educational program and close 
cooperation and communication among instructors at all grades and units 
within the educational system (Menacker, 1975).
14. The emergence of the community college during the 1960's 
brought the articulation issue to the forefront. Frederick C. Kintzer 
(1970) reported that 41% of all college freshmen were enrolled in 
community colleges. This rapid growth of the community/junior college 
immediately got the attention of senior institutions who in many cases 
were dependent on transfer students to sustain enrollment (Menacker, 
1975). Initially the community college placed more emphasis on the 
students need to transfer to senior institutions with limited attention 
to the career areas. The skills which students had acquired in high 
school were often ignored and little continuity existed between high
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school vocational programs and community college occupational programs. 
The community colleges were criticized for their "open-door" policy. 
While this policy was intended to make higher education more accessible, 
it was felt by many educators that it had a limiting effect on program 
articulation with high schools. Having found its place in the 
educational process, the community college, a middleman in higher 
education, acted as a catalyst to bring about improvement in school and 
college relations and the community college fostered a positive climate 
for articulation activities between school units.
In summary, Menacker (1975) stated:
Although articulation still must cope with many critical 
Issues, cooperation among educational levels may be entering a 
so-called golden age as school organization diversifies . . . 
there is more reason for optimism about the future of school 
and college relations than ever before. Still, the growing 
size, complexity, and importance of education, particularly 
higher education, makes efforts to cope with the continued 
need for improved articulation imperative, (p. 23)
Inhibitors to the Articulation Process
Although the need for articulation between educational units has 
been recognized as a major concern, there have been a number of 
obstacles cited which stand in the way of articulation becoming a 
reality. The review of literature revealed the following barriers to 
effective articulation:
1. Governance patterns have promoted institutional autonomy. In 
our fragmented educational system it is not uncommon to find in one 
state or even one community a number of separate school districts and 
policy-making boardB for elementary schools, high schools, community 
colleges and senior institutions. Within this organizational structure, 
secondary and post-secondary systems have been isolated from each other.
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They have developed their own budgets and separate funding arrangements.
These Institutional types have formulated differing missions and
conflicting philosophies. Without external pressures, there has been
little incentive for educational systems to seek out each other and
foster cooperative activities and programs (Stanfield, 1981).
After visiting classrooms across the county, Ernest Boyer (1980),
president of the Carnegie Foundation, expressed his concern for the lack
of cooperation among schools:
1 talked with teachers and administrators at every level.
And, frankly, 1 was dismayed by our fragmented academic
structure. The truth is that presidents and deans rarely talk 
to principals and district superintendents. College faculty 
refuse to meet with their counterparts in public schools.
And, curriculum reforms at every level are planned in total 
isolation. Time and time again I was reminded of that
insightful quote by Henry Clinton Morrison (1923) who~over 
fifty years ago— declared that: "Ab a people, we do not think
in terms of education; we think in terms of schools. We have
no educational system; we have an elementary school, a high
school and a college." (p. 73)
2. Mo one has been assigned the responsibility of coordinating 
the educational progress of students from one level to the next within 
educational systems, Douglas Warren (1976) insisted that for effective 
articulation to exist, the authority must be delegated to individuals or 
groups which would regulate programs, design and develop guidelines and 
standards which could be coordinated between educational levels and be 
designed to benefit students. The absence of state-wide planning was 
also considered by Warren to be a major deterrent to articulation.
3. Lack of communication, although closely associated with the 
organizational structure was identified as a major articulation problem. 
Boyer (1980), Curry (1980) and Blanchard (1965) have agreed that 
communication between institutions affects the development and delivery 
of educational programs. Many school programs have suffered from the
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total absence of communication. It was found not uncommon for 
Instructors in related fields to never discuss their activities and for 
administrators at differing levels within the educational system to 
never contact each other.
Charles Curry (1980) cited another communication problem resulting 
from artificial communication. The example cited of this superficial 
effort was an annual dinner meeting or reception held to bring together 
teachers or administrators at different levels to exchange generalities 
about their particular areas. Also placed In this category was the 
appointment of coordinating committees which only approach the 
Informational and communications areas of articulation. Curry concluded 
that this type of communication lacks the necessary structure to be goal 
oriented and Is therefore ineffective in the long run.
4. Competition between educational units has long retarded 
coordination and cooperation among educational Institutions. David 
Singer (1974) recognized this when he wrote, "excessive concern for 
institutional autonomy [which] has served to preclude continuity, and 
effortB to promote discussion between institutional levels have been 
futile" (p. 20). Bender (1973) and Menacker (1975) agreed that the 
separatist attitudes that exist between secondary and community college 
personnel may be founded on fear that exists among educational levels 
that one system may gain dominance or funding at the expense of another 
unit. Educational divisions are placed In competition for funds, 
students and public approval. As a result, each educational unit has 
been forced to promote its own programs at the expense of the broader 
needs of students who must progress through the diverse educational
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systems. Curry (1980) summarized the problem by recognizing that when 
educators are overly concerned about "turf protection" they are not 
likely- to progress very far with articulation efforts which will prove 
successful.
5. There was found to be a lack of mutual trust between secondary 
and post-secondary personnel which limits progress in articulating 
educational programs. This lack of credibility in corresponding 
programs has been passed on to students who are discouraged from 
continuing their education in certain areas. Colleges were found to be 
skeptical about accepting credits for work completed at a lower level in 
the educational system because they questioned the quality of 
instruction or felt the work was not of the same caliber (Curry, 1980).
6. Another factor identified as limiting to the articulation 
process has been the lack of commitment on the part of administrators. 
Because articulation has frequently come and gone sb a popular issue in 
educational circles, many educator practitioners feel it is a fad that 
will paBs without any significant outcome and therefore deserves little 
attention. Historically articulation efforts have been laid aside for 
administrators to deal with more pressing problems and priority items. 
It was recommended that to bring positive changes which could come to 
education through articulation efforts, a greater commitment of time and 
resources must be made by secondary and post-secondary administrators 
and instructors (Curry, 1980).
7. Obstacles which students face when moving from high school to 
college have been categorized in an articulation problem area labeled, 
"transition management and services". Research evidence showed a marked
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failure on the part of counselors to assist students effectively with 
college and career choices. Menacker (1975) reported that* "High school 
counselors and college admissions officers have difficulty communicating 
and cooperating, particularly when placing students in highly selective 
colleges" (p. 25). A 1966 study on relations between admissions
officers and counselors titled, "Misunderstanding, Misinformation, and 
MiBtrust," (1966) reported the most problems to be associated with lack 
of understanding and misinterpretations of specifics between the two 
counseling levels. Students have been misdirected due to the 
counselors' lack of knowledge of entrance requirements and program 
availability (Hoerner, 1978).
8. A more recent problem found to be facing colleges is what to 
do with students who have earned college credits while still enrolled In 
high school. The offering of college level classes in high schools to 
academically capable students has gained in popularity during the late 
seventies and early eighties. Ten years ago, Lloyd Elliott (1973), 
president of George Washington University, encouraged colleges to be 
more flexible with receiving credits when he said, "[colleges] must take 
into full account the needs, interests, and circumstances of the 
students and put those matters above the convenience of the institution" 
(p. 7). Recognition of credit earned in articulation programs may be 
denied based on the following Institutional hindrances as outlined by W. 
Todd Furniss and Marie Martin (1974): (a) lack of standardized grading
systems, (b) lack of agreement on core curricula, (c) lack of 
coordination between admissions office and departmental requirements, 
(d) lack of agreement on credits from accredited and non-accredited 
Institutions and (e) frequent lack of simplicity.
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Franklin Wilbur (1975) summarized this institutional policy and 
practice problem when he wrote, "The frequent lack of simplicity, 
flexibility, and consistency of transfer policies and practices makes it 
extremely difficult for those planning, operating and participating In 
articulation programs" (p. 9).
Strategies For Improving Articulation
Marie Kraska (1980), articulation practitioner at Dalton Junior 
College, linked the success of articulation between secondary and 
community college units as dependent upon the development of educational 
policies, practices, and relationships which promote common goals. The 
establishment of healthy interpersonal relationships and the support and 
guidance of state and local school officials have been found to be 
necessary before putting the mechanics of an articulation project into 
practice. The involvement of Btate officials, school administrators, 
school counselors, teachers and employers have been found to promote the 
acceptance and support for the articulated program. Educators have 
agreed that curriculum changes brought about are dependent upon the 
changes which take place in people.
Franklin Wilbur (1981) reiterated Kraska*s concern when he stated
that:
The success of school-collcge partnerships depends on many 
factors, but probably the most Important is the cooperative 
spirit. If persons in both institutions are not willing to
work together drawing on a reservoir of mutual trust and 
respect, joint programming will not work. (p. 44)
Frederick Kintzer (1970) also placed importance on the cultivation
of Bchool personnel for the purpose of developing positive attitudes and
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philosophies toward articulation. He defined articulation in this 
interpersonal dimension when he wrote, "Articulation can also be 
described as an attitude— the reactions of personnel responsible for 
student progress through an educational system and from one system to 
another" (p. 2).
Recommended suggestions, practices and procedures most often found 
in the literature that would lead to the establishment of better 
relationships between high schools and community colleges are listed 
below with responsibilities assigned to agencies and institutions.
For state departments of education:
1. With input from community colleges and secondary schools,
outline the articulation problems, issues, and needs within the state 
(Stanfield, 1981; Wilbur, 1981; Senier, 1978; Bender, 1973).
2. Develop a plan of action with recommendations for new programs 
and practices, and offer encouragement for local initiative in 
experimental programs (Wilbur, 1981; Hoerner and Austin, 1978; Barnhart,
1977).
3. Provide resources [money and personnel] necessary for
implementation and evaluation of articulation programs (Hoerner and 
Austin, 1978; Wilbur, 1981; Senier, 1978).
A. Provide local school boards with assistance in legal, 
financial and political problems which inhibit articulation (Wilbur, 
1981).
5. Plan meetings involving representatives from secondary
schools, colleges and state departments to discuss articulation problems 
and needs and to plan cooperative projects (Wilbur, 1981; Barnhart,
1977; Senier, 1978).
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6. Develop and monitor an evaluation system to ensure that 
cooperative programs are effective in terms of delivery of services and 
efficiency (Wilbur, 1981).
7. Bring together the state boards of higher and secondary
education for the purpose of resource allocation and policy development
affecting both levels (Wilbur, 1981).
For colleges and high schools:
1. Carefully assess ways in which articulation could improve the 
educational systems and plan workshops and meetings between the two 
units to discuss identified problems, needs and strategies 
(Wilbur, 1981; Barnhart, 1977; Curry, 1980; Blanchard, 1975).
2. Involve a contact person with Che state department of
education in ideas and plans for cooperative activities (Wilbur, 1981).
3. Provide high school teachers and college faculty members with 
incentives to work together on a regular basis and on common goals 
(Wilbur, 1981; Stanfield, 1981; Phillips, 1978).
4. Develop policies and guidelines to guide the program's
operation and plan for an evaluation process which is agreed upon by all 
parties involved (Wilbur, 1981; Curry, 1980; Kraska, 1980).
5. Keep lines of communication open and deal with problems and 
issues as they arise, keeping in mind the welfare of each organization 
and individual Involved (Wilbur, 1981; Kraska, 1980; Hoerner and Austin,
1978).
For accreditation associations:
1. Assist secondary Bchools and colleges In the development of 
standards and evaluation procedures to govern and assess cooperative 
efforts (Wilbur, 1981).
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2. Trace and report the types of articulation activities and the 
extent of involvement among institutions within the boundaries of the 
accreditation agency (Wilbur* 1981).
3. Bring schools and colleges together to discuss articulation 
issues and practices (Wilbur, 1981; Menacker, 1975).
For educational associations:
1. Bring together faculty members and administrators from high 
schools and colleges to discuss matters of mutual concern (Wilbur, 1981; 
Manacker, 1975).
2. Foster more effective articulation among state boards and 
agencies (Phillips, 1978).
3. Document cooperative programs and enhance public understanding 
by reporting articulation activities in the association's literature and 
journals (Wilbur, 1981).
Benefits Of Articulation
Educators who have been involved in articulation practices have 
reported that secondary and post-secondary Institutions have much to 
gain by participating in cooperative planning and delivery of 
educational services. A brief summary of the most mentioned benefits of 
articulation are listed (Senier, 1978; KraBka, 1980; Ernst, 1978; 
Russell and Judd, 19A0; Menacker, 1975):
1. Articulated programs permit students to progress through an 
educational program with minimum cost, repetition and time.
2. Articulation brings together the segmented educational 
organization and promotes overall instructional program revision. The 
Involvement of teachers, counselors, supervisors, and administrators at
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state and local levels to design, deliver and evaluate educational 
programs and services provides the necessary vehicle for curriculum 
improvement.
3. An articulated curriculum defines who is to teach what, to 
whom and when. Cooperatively planned programs clarify issues as to 
student placement» duplication of instruction and career planning.
4. An articulated curriculum allows educators to serve 
individuals through various life stages by recognizing acquired 
knowledge and skills gained through work/life experiences.
5. The articulation process brings those involved to place the 
highest priority on the welfare of the student.
Chapter 3 
METHODS AND PROCEDURES
The purpose of the study was to determine the extent to which there 
was articulation between community colleges and public secondary schools 
in the state of Virginia. The Intentions were not only to determine the 
status of articulatlve activities between the two systems, but also to 
determine the perceptions of administrators from each system about 
articulation activities.
A review of literature related to articulation between community 
colleges and secondary schools was conducted to determine the 
significance of the planned study and to provide the writer with a 
background for the study. This was accomplished by using reference 
volumes of the Charles E. Sherrod Library including the Education Index, 
the Current Index to Journals in Education and Dissertation Abstracts 
International. In addition, an ERIC computer Bearch was conducted.
The Sample
The sample consisted of the academic deans from 10 Virginia 
community colleges and the principals of representative public secondary 
and vocational schools from each of the selected college service areas.
The purposive sampling method utilized Judgment and a deliberate 
effort to obtain representative samples for the purposes of this study 
(Kerlinger, 1973). Demographic information furnished by the Planning 
and Evaluation Office of the Virginia Community College System (VCCS)
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was used to choose representative colleges. Elmo Roesler, Director of 
Planning for the VCCS, approved of the sample. The community college 
sample was chosen (a) to be representative of the geographical regions 
of the State of Virginia, (b) to provide samples of small to large 
community colleges based on 1982 enrollment figures, and (c) to be 
representative of the rural and urban setting. The map in Appendix A 
presents the colleges as they are represented in these subsamples.
Listed are the 10 community colleges selected from the 23 colleges 
in the Virginia system, and the title of the administrator surveyed: 
COLLEGE TITLE
Central Virginia Community College Dean of the College
Eastern Shore Community College President
Germanna Community College Dean of Instruction
Lord Fairfax Community College Dean of Instruction
Mountain Empire Community College Dean of the College
New River Community College Dean of the College
Northern Virginia Community College Dean for Instructional Services
Paul D. Camp Community College Dean of the College
Thomas Nelson Community College Dean of Instruction
Virginia Highlands Community College Dean of the College
These colleges, along with 73 secondary schools and the 20 
vocational units located within the attendance areas served by the 
colleges chosen, formed the total sample of 103.
The community colleges in Virginia were planned and located so as 
to be accessible to each resident of the Btate. Each college in the 
system has a designated service area, usually comprising several 
counties and cities which are within driving distance of the
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Institution. The public secondary schools and their respective 
vocational units within the boundaries of the community college service 
area were considered feeder schools to that community college.
The sample of secondary schools chosen included a minimum of one 
secondary unit from each county and city system operating within the 
service area of the community college. The 1981-82 Virginia Educational 
Directory was used to identify the secondary and vocational schools and 
their respective administrators.
Of the 10 community college service areas being sampled, 6 had a 
small number of feeders making it feasible to include the total number 
within the boundaries of the college service area. Due to the sizable 
number of secondary units located within the four remaining service 
areas, a random sampling was conducted to select the secondary schools 
from these service areas.
A total of 20 vocational-technical schools was found to be 
affiliated with the county and city systems identified in the study. 
51nce these vocational units were often jointly operated by several 
secondary schools and/or school systems, the total number wsb included 
in the sample. The map in Appendix A presents a graphic and tabular 
illustration of the sample.
The Instrument
The paired questionnaires for the study were based on a 1974 
publication by Cheryl Opachinch and James Linksz, A Handbook for 
Articulating HlRh School and Community College Programs. This 
publication provided the framework for the instruments and questions 
pertaining to articulation of occupational programs. In 1979 Rudolph
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John Schroeder III used the Opachinch and Linksz handbook to develop a 
survey for his dissertation, An Analysis of Program Articulation in 
General Education Curricula Between Alabama Public Community Colleges 
and Secondary Schools. The survey instruments from the Schroeder 
research project provided the questions addressing articulation In 
general education areas. The Opachinch and Linksz questionnaires had 
been used in numerous articulation studies in several states. The 
Schroeder study was refined by a panel of graduate faculty at Auburn 
University and field tested before being administered. With this 
evidence the Instruments used to generate the data for this study were 
considered to be valid and reliable. The Opachinch and Schroeder 
instruments were brought together with some minor changes being made in 
content and format.
The paired questionnaires were submitted to a panel of doctoral 
students at East Tennessee State University for scrutiny. In addition, 
the questionnaires were reviewed by the President and the Director of 
Research at Hountain Empire Community College and the Director of 
Planning of the VCCS. They were asked to comment on the clarity, 
appropriateness, and ease of administration. As a result, the 
instruments were refined In terms of content and format.
The community college administrator's questionnaire was composed of 
18 basic questions, with 13 requiring follow-up responses. The high 
school administrator's questionnaire was composed of 17 basic questions, 
with 11 requiring follow-up responses. Both instruments also contained 
open-ended questions.
Copies of the paired questionnaires are included in Appendix B, To 
facilitate mailing and for general appearance, the questionnaires were
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printed In booklet form. Address labels were affixed to the back of the 
survey instrument and the return addresB was preprinted on the 
Instrument with postage in place. To return* the respondent was 
required to fold the address panel with the return address to the 
outside. The questionnaires directed the respondent to restaple and 
mall.
Attached to the community college questionnaire was a letter from 
Victor Ficker, President of Mountain Empire Community College, 
expressing his support and soliciting the participation of the deans 
involved in the study.
The paired questionnaires were color coded for ease in sorting. 
Community college questionnaires were blue, secondary school 
questionnaires were yellow, and vocational school questionnaires were 
pink.
Method of Collecting Data
A letter explaining the study and requesting permission to conduct 
a survey in ten Virginia community colleges was mailed to James Hinson, 
Chancellor of the Virginia Community College System. A similar letter 
requesting permission to conduct a survey in 73 secondary schools and 20 
vocational schools was sent to S. John Davis, Virginia Superintendent of 
Public Instruction. Each was asked to give permission and to endorse 
the study. For their convenience and to insure better response, a 
sample memo of support was provided. These letters and sample memos are 
included in Appendix C.
Letters of approval to conduct the study were received from both 
state systems. Neither provided letters of support or endorsement.
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The questionnaires were mailed on Hay 2, 1963. to 10 community 
college deans. 73 high school principals, and 20 vocational school 
administrators. 01 this sample, seven community college deans 
responded, 29 high school principals responded, and nine vocational 
school administrators responded. Three weeks after the original 
mailing, a second copy of the questionnaire was mailed to 
nunrespondents. In addition, each nonrespondent was telephoned and 
encouraged to participate in the study. Additional responses were 
received from 3 community college deans, 16 secondary school principals, 
and 4 vocational school administrators. A total of 10 community college 
administrators, 45 secondary school principals, and 13 vocational school 
administrators brought the total number of responses to 68. These 
totals represented a 100X return of community college administrators, 
62% of secondary school principals, and 65% of vocational school 
principals.
Method of Analysis
The data gathered for the study primarily Involved forced-choice 
responses which were punched into computer cards and processed by the 
research officer of Mountain Empire Community College using the 
Statistical Analysis System (SAS). Frequency counts and percentages 
were tabulated for all items on the questionnaire and presented as 
descriptive data. The chi-square teat with a level of a - .05 was used 
to test the hypotheses. Significant differences in the responses were 
reported by type of educational unit, geographical location, size of 
institution and by type of environmental setting. Responses to
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open-ended questions were reported as frequencies of common responses 
and as a narrative summary.
Chapter 4 
DATA ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION
Introduction
The data analysis and interpretation are reported in thiB chapter. 
The primary purpose of the study waB to assess the status of 
articulation activities between community colleges, vocational schools 
and secondary schools and to determine the attitudes of administrators 
toward articulation activities. Comparisons were made as determined by 
institutional type, environmental setting (rural or urban), site of 
community college serving vocational and secondary schools and by 
geographical setting of the institutions Involved.
The hypotheses stated in research form in Chapter 1 were tested in 
the null form. TheBe hypotheses were tested to determine the prevalence 
of articulation activities In community colleges, vocational schools, 
and secondary schools in Virginia and to determine the attitudes of the 
school administrators in these institutions toward articulation 
activities. The chi square test with a level of a - .05 was used to 
determine significance levels in all activity and attitudinal questions 
as applied to the hypotheses.
The cumulative responses of the community college, vocational 
school, and secondary Bchool administrators to the entire questionnaire 
were presented by percentages in Table 1.
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Tab It* J
Coppirliton of Yor And No R<f)touaei of AdmlnJattatoie 
Frcn Community College*, Vocational School* and 
Secondary School* to Articulation Activity 
Question* and Attlludlnal Qucatloni
N and Percentage* ol Yoa and So kc*|<en*e* by Type of institution
Questions Copnunlty College! 
(H-10)
Yea No
I *
Vocational 5cbnola 
(N-ll)
Yeo Ilo
X  X
S econdary  S r h o n l i  
(N*H>
Ycc No
X X
1. Do you have planned aeetlnie with
■chool adalnlatrator* to dlecuaa 
cooperation In general education 
■ubject ateaaT 10,0 60.0
2. Do you have planned meeting* with
echool adalnlitratDt* to discus* 
coopctatlon In occupational
education aubject are**T 80.0 20.0
2. If ye*, are *uch meetlnga worth­
while! 100.0 0.0
A. If no, would you favor holding cuch
meeting*! 100.0 0.0
3. Do you vlalt general education
claaeaa at the high eclmol*/ 
coenunity cullegee to obaervo
Instruction! 0.0 100.0
6. Do you vlnlt occupational education
claeeeo ot the high school*/ 
conunlty college* to obnerve
Inttrurllont 10.0 90.0
7. If yea, arc tuch vlalt* worthwhile! 100.0 0.0
8. If no, do you think euch vlalt*
night bn imt'lul In the future! 17.B 71.2
9. Do you attend atatewid* or regional
meeting* of admlnletratora to 
dlacuae natter* pertinent to 
articulation between general 
educwtlun program* at the high
echool and community college? 50.0 30.0
Do you attend statewide or regional 
netting* of administrator* to 
ditcuee matter* pertinent to 
articulation between occupational 
education program* at the high
nchool end community college! 60.0 *0.0
If yea, nr* euch neetlnge of benefit! 100.0 0.0
If no, do you feel Mich meeting*
ehould be held! 73,0 23.0
lla* your cnemunlty college/high tchool 
been involved In dl*cue*lon* 
regarding the development of a 
general education program which 
J* well articulated between the 
ln*t two years ul high school and 
the two yeare of the comunity
college! 20.0 *0.0
1*. 11a* your community collrge/hlgh echool
been Involved In dlscueelone 
regarding the development of a 
four-year occupational education 
program which would include bn*lc 
preparation In the laet two year* 
of high echool and speclallted 
work continued at the community 
college! 30.0 30.0
13. If ye*, haa till* resulted In
faculties Jointly developing
program*! 66.7 33.3
16, It ye«, have competency levels
bean decided upon! 60.0 60.0
10.
11.
12.
13.
33.3
61.5
100.0
*0.0
IB.2
46.1  
l o o . n
S3. I
40.0
73.0 
100.0
5 0 . 0
22.2
66 .7
3B.5
0.0
20.0
B l.B
5 3 .  B 
n.O
16.7
60,0
23,0
0.0
5 0 , 0
77.B
36.4 63.6
80.0 20.0
73.0 25.0
34,1
13.6
2 1 .4  
* 7 .5
7 6 .5
17.1
100.0
7A.B
33.6
4 3 . 9
3 9 . 0  6 1 . 0
5 9 . 5  10.3
9 0 .5  9 . 5
*4 .4
78.6
12.5
21.5
20.0 80.0
87.9
0.0
71.2
6 4 .4
20.3 79.5
27. 1 72.7
4 0 , 0  6 0 .0
i,U
Tutilr I
Continued
N and pprccutagea of Yes and No Fes|ume** by l;pv uf fratltutlun
Questions Cominlty Colleges Vocational Schooln secondary School*
(N-io) <«*i?) («e«)
Van No Yaa No Van No
x i  x x  : r
IT- It no, do you fool auch dlacuialona
should be htldl 100.0 0.0 71.1 2B.6 60.fl IV.2
IB. Do high school acudanta havs the 
opportunity to visit general 
•durntlon classva ot th« comunlty 
college or receive orientation to 
tin) opportunities for study at
tha college? 90.0 10.0 50.0 SO.O 66.2 31.8
If. Do high school studsnt* havs Iht
opportunity to visit occupational 
education classes nt the comunlty 
collogs or racelvr orlsntotlon 
to tlia opportunities for study at
the college? 90.0 10.0 69.2 30.7 66.7 33.3
20. If yss, do you fast such visits
are varthvhiloT 100.0 0.0 100,0 0,0 100.0 0.0
21. If no, do you favor Initiating
,, n wl;u r1 . so*° 50>D is*°22. Do high schools oflsr any collegs
lsvsl gsnsral education coursas 
that ars acctpltd lor crsdlt or 
advanced plscenent by the
comunlty collogs? 33.3 66.7 2S.0 7S.0 60.0 60.0
23. Do high schools ollsr collegs
lsvsl occupational education 
courses that era accepted for 
credit or advanced placentnt
by the comunlty college? SO.O 20,0 30.0 JO.O 22.0 78.0
26. If yea, do you teal this procedure 
la a significant benefit to
eligible students? 100,0 0.0 100.0 0.0 100.0 0.0
23. If no, do you agree vith such
procedure In principle? 100.0 0.0 20.0 80.0 30.0 50.0
26. Do you feel that there Is sn
availability of qualified high 
school faculty to teach such
courses? too.Q 0.0 SO.O 20.0 90.S 9.3
27. Do you fael that comunlty collegs
faculty could instruct thess 
advanced classes In the high
schools? 100,0 0,0 BO.O 20,0 33,9 66.1
28. Ones your high school/coaaunlty
college offer an occupational 
pragma vhlch la dsalgned to 
prepare graduates for eoploy- 
■ent at a level slsllar to 
that prepared for by a prograa 
at a high school/occupational 
school/coaaainlty college in
your service area? 50.0 50.0 76.9 23.1 86.1 13,9
29. Docs your high echool/cosMinlty
college have written guidelines 
or policies vhlch clearly indicate 
the level of general education
subjects? 100.0 0.0 BO.O 20,0 6B.2 31.B
30. Does your high school/coessunlty
collage have written guidelines 
or policies which clearly Indicate 
the level of occupational
education subjects? 100.0 0,0 56.5 63.) 55,3 66.7
31. II yes, do you faal thess guidelines/
policies ate helpful? 100.0 0.0 100,0 0.0 96.7 3.3
32. If no, do you feel euch policies/
guidelines should be developed
in the near future? 0.0 - 0,0 33,3 66.6 66.1 33.9
Table I
Continued
K and Percentages of Yes and Ho Responses by Type of Institution
Questions Cosounlty Collages 
<N-10>
Yea Ho
X X
Vocational Schools 
(N-13)
Yaa No
X X
Sacondaiy Schools 
(H-4JJ 
Yaa No
X X
3}. Ate there any physical facilities, 
servlets or iqulpsant aharad by 
lil|h schools and coamunlty
collates In your servlca areal 90,0 10.0
34, If yeti la this altering of resources
of benefit to your Institution! 100,0 0.0
39. If no. is there a potential for
sharing between institutional SO.O 90.0
35. Does your high schaol/cotsHinlty
collegs make use of high school/
coteiunlty college faculty at guest
lecturore. consultants, or
rssDurce parson* in the general
education areal 100.0 0,0
37. Hoes your high school/community
college Bike uae of high acliool/ 
community college faculty at guest 
lecturers, consultants, or 
resource persons in tha occupa­
tional education areal 100.0 0.0
38. If yes, Is this of significant
benefit to students! 100.0 0.0
39. If no, do you favor seeking the
services of high school/
cosmunlty college faculty! 0,0 0.0
40. Does your high school/cosunlty
college participate in Joint 
faculty workshops for the 
purpoae of staff development
In the general education areas! 30.0 70.0
41. Dots year high school/coenunity
college participate in Joint 
faculty workshops for tha 
purpose of staff development 
in the occupational education
areas! 10,0 SO.O
41. If yet, do you faal they are
worthwhile for your faculty! 13.0 23.0
43. If no, do you fnvor beginning
such workahops! 71.4 16.6
44, Do you feel high school program*
in the general education areas 
provide the type of preparation 
needod by a student to succeed 
in the community college! 83.7 14.3
43. Do you feel high school programs 
In tha occupational aducstlon 
areas provide the type of 
preparation needed by a student 
to succeed in the community
college! 87.3 11.3
48. Do you feel that it la realistic 
and desirable to design high 
school vocational programs to 
prepare students to continue in 
thilr specialty st the community 
collrge as wall at to lnadlately 
enter the labor farce! 100.0 0,0
47. Would you favor a regular articula­
tion conference which would bring 
together interested parties to 
consider common problems and 
potentials with regard to program 
articulation in gtneral education 
areas! 90,0 .10.0
46.1 33.9
4b.0 60.0
71.4 18.6
66.7
0.0 
77.B
66.7 
20.0
36.4
100.0
83.7
90.9
100.0
100.0
91.7
31.3
0.0
11.1
33.3 
BO.O
63.6
0.0
14.3
9,1
0.0
0.0
8.3
66.7
90.9
30.0
86.4
33,3
9,1
90.0
73.3 16.67
0.0 0.0
90.9 9.1
11.7 27.3
13.3 66,7
18.1 81.8
86.9 11.1
64.7 39.3
97.7 1.3
97.6 1.4
13.6
83.7 14.3
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Tib It I 
Continued
Yet and Ho Raapontt* by Type of Inatltution
Qutitloni Comunlty College* 
(N-10)
Yea Ho 
I X
Vocational School* 
(N-13)
Yaa Ho 
t X
Secondary School* 
(H-45)
Yea Ho 
X X
48, Would you fivor • regular arlicula- 
tlon conference which would brin| 
together lnttraitid partla* to 
coailder coeoon problem and 
potential* with regard to prograa 
Articulation In tha occupational 
education arant 90.0 10,0 91.3 7.7 85.4 14.6
49, Dot* your collate'a public ralatlona 
program Include effort* •pacifi­
cally directed at uklng the public 
avert of comunlty collage oppor­
tunity* In tha general education 
arenal 100.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
SO. Doe* your college'* public relation* 
program include effort* apeclfi- 
cally directed at making the public 
aware of coaaninlty college oppor- 
tunltiaa in tha occupational 
education area*? 100,0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
SI. If ya*. do you feel the** public
relation* effort* art worthwhile! 100.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Total 76.0 14.0 67.0 33.0 S9.S 40.5
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The data analysis and Interpretation for hypotheses 1 through 3 
which were concerned with administrators' attitudes toward articulation 
activities were presented in TableB 2 through 4. The data analysis and 
Interpretation for hypotheses 4 through 7 which were concerned with the 
prevalence of articulation activities were presented in Tables 5 
through 8.
Presentation of Data
According to the results of this questionnaire the community 
colleges, vocational schools, and secondary schools in Virginia were 
found to be Involved to some degree in articulation activities. Table 1 
shows the percentage distribution for all activity and attitudlnal 
questions requiring yes or no responses. Of the community college 
administrators 76% responded positively s b  compared to 67% of vocational 
school administrators, and approximately 60% of the secondary 
administrators responded positively.
Hypothesis 1. Comparison of the Attitudes of Community College 
Administrators Toward Articulation Activities and the Attitudes of 
Vocational School Principals Toward Articulation Activities
The hypothesis, "there will be a significantly higher percentage of 
community college administrators with positive attitudes toward 
articulation than there will be vocational school principals with 
positive attitudes toward articulation," was tested in the null form. 
Table 2 shows the percentage distribution for each attitudlnal question.
Analysis of data in Table 2 supports the conclusion that null 
hypothesis 1 was accepted with respect to attitudlnal questions 4, 8, 
12, 17, 21, 26, 27, 35, 38, 42, 43, 44, 45, 47, and 48, but was rejected 
with respect to attitudlnal questions 25 and 34,
Table 2
Coaparlaon of the Attitudes of Coeamnlty Collets Adalnlstr 
Toward Articulation Activities and tlia Atelcudaa of 
Vocational School Adalnlatratora Toward 
Articulation Activities
H and fercenta|ea for Tea and tio 
Responses by Type of lnatitutlon
Chi-Square and 
Ftobablllty 
Uve)
queatlone Cnaaunlty Collates 
<H - 10)
Tea Ho 
X X
Vocational Schools 
(H - 13)
Tea Ho 
X X
Chl-Sq Frob. Level
3.
A.
7,
a.
10.
11.
12.
ja.
17,
19.
20.
21.
23.
24.
23.
26.
100.0
100.0
100.0
77.S
Do you liava planned Matings with 
achool adalnlatratora to dlaeuaa 
cooperation Jn occupational 
education subject areas!
If yaa, era luch Matings worth- 
vhllel
If no, would you favor holdlni auch 
Matings!
Do you vlalt occupational education 
claaaaa at tha tilth achoola/ 
coamnlty collated to obaarvt 
lnatructlonl 
If yaa, are auch vlalta worchwhlleT 
If no, do you think auch vlalta 
■Itht be uaaful In tha futuref 
Do you attend etatevide or reflonal 
•eatlnge of adalnlatratora to 
diacuta aattara pertinent to 
articulation bttwean occupational 
education ptograna at the high 
achool and coaaaunlty collaial
If yaa, ara auch •actinia of banefltl 100.0 
If no, do you feel auch aieetlnte 
ahould ba held!
Ilaa your coeaunlty collc|e/hl|h achool 
bean Involved In dlucueeloua 
regarding tha devalopsent of a 
four-year occupational education 
protean which would include basic 
preparation In the laat two yeara 
of hl|h achool and apeclalliad 
work continued at tha comunlty 
colletef
If no, do you feel auch dleeuaalone 
ahould be held!
Do hl|h achool atudcnta have tha 
opportunity to vlalt occupational 
education claaaaa at the comunlty 
collate or receive orientation 
to the opportunities for atudy at 
tha colle|eT 
If yaa, do you fcal auch vlalta 
ara worthwhile!
If no, do you favor Inttletlnt 
auch vlaltal
73.0
100.0
100.0
30.0
Do tilth achoola offer collate 
level occupational education 
couraea that era accepted for 
credit or advanced placaaent 
by tha conunlty colletal 
If yaa, do you feel thla procedure 
la a al|nlflcant benefit to 
alltibla atudenteT 
It no, do you agree with auch 
procedure In prlnclplel 
Do you feel that there la an
availability of qualified hl|h 
achool faculty to teach auch 
couraeat
100.0
100.0
100.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
22.2
0.0
23.0
0.0
0.0
SO.O
0,0
0.0
0.0
100.0
80.0
100.0
SO.O
71.4
100.0
75.0
0.0
20,0
100.0 0.0
83.3 16.7
0.0
50.0
18.3
0,0
23.0
100.0 0.0
20,0 80.0
80.0 20.0
<ee)
.47
(*.)
.07
<**)
.494
(*.)
.792
I'*)
.38
(**)
.340
1.40 .237
<**>
.38
<")
.540
<“ >
3.73
2.22
(**)
,0331*)
.136
Table 2
Continued
Cltl-Squiir* and
H and Percentage* for Yea and ho Probability
Reaponae* by Type of lnatltutlnn level
queetlnn* Conunlty Collet** Vocational School* Chl-Sq Proh. larval
(K - 10) (N - 13)
Ye* No Ye* Ko
X X X X
If. Do you ( n l  that comunlty collage 
faculty could lnetruct that* 
advanced claaaaa In th* high
achoola? 100.0 0.0 SO.O 10.0 2.33 .136
ID. Doe* your high achool/conunlty 
collage have urltton guideline* 
or pollclee vhlch clearly Indicate 
the level o? occupational 
education eubjeeti?
31. If yea, do you feel theae guldellrea/
pollclea are lialpful? 1DD.0 0.0 100.0 0,0 (**> (**)
31. If no, do you feci auch pollclea/ 
guideline* ahould he developed
In the near future? 0,0 0.0 33.3 66.7 (**) (**)
33. Are there any phydcal facllltlta, 
aervlcet or equipment alia rad by 
high achoola and coaaaunlty 
college* In your aervlce area?
34. If yea, la thl* aharing of retourcei
of benefit to your lnetltutlonf 100.0 0.0 40.0 60,0 6.87 .ooe(*)
IS. If no, 1* there a potential for 
aharlng between lnetltutlonf? 30.0 30,0 71.4 IS.6 .331 .370
37. Doe* your high achool/coanunlty 
college aile uae of high ichnol/ 
conunlty college faculty a* gucat 
lecturer*, conaulcante, or 
reaource peraun* In the occupa­
tional education area?
38, 11 ye*, la thl* of algnlflcant
benefit to atudent*? 100.0 0.0 77.g 32.1 2.4B .113
39. If no, do you favor aeeking th* 
aervlce* of high achool/
comunlty collage faculty? 0.0 0.0 66.7 33.3 <**> (*•)
4). Doe* your high ichool/coaaaunlty 
collage participate In joint 
faculty uorkahop* for th* 
purpua* of ataff development 
In th* occupational education 
arena?
41. If yet, do you feel they are
worthwhile for your faculty? 73.0 33.0 100.0 0.0 1.14 .283
43. If no, do you favor beginning
auch workahop*? 71.4 18.6 S3.7 14.3 .42 ,314
44. Do you feel high achool program 
in th* general education area* 
provide the type of preparation 
needed by a atudent to eucceed
In th* coaaaunlty collage? ■3.7 14.3 90.9 9.1 .12 . .733
43. Do you feel high achool program 
In the occupational education 
urea* provide th* typ* of 
preparation needed by a atudent 
to tuccaad In th* comunlty
college? ■7.3 13.3 100,0 0,0 1.3* ,209
48. Do you feel that It 1* realletlc 
and deafrabl* to daalgn high 
■chool vocational program to 
prepare atudent* to contlnu* in 
their apac laity at tb* comunlty 
college a* well a* to leetedlately
enter th* labor force? 100.0 0.0 100,0 0.0 <**>
Table 2
Continued
Cli I -Squire And
N and Percentage! for Van And No Probability
Reiponae* by Typo of Inatltutfon Level
(biemtlon* Coenunity Collegia 
(N - 10)
Yea Ko 
X X
Vocational 
(» -
Ye*
X
School*
11)
No
X
Chl-Sq Prob. Level
47. Would you favor a regular articula­
tion conference vhlch would bring 
together Interested puttl*! to 
conelder comon problem and 
potential* with regard to progran 
articulation in general education 
areaaT 90.0 10.0 91.7 B.J .02 . B92
4S. Would you favor a regular articula­
tion conference which would bring 
together Interested partle* to 
conelder crencn problem and 
potential* with regard to progran 
articulation In the occupational 
education araaT 90,0 10.0 92.J 7.7 .04 .04}
Total 01. S 17. 1 77.7 22.1
(•) p A .OS
(•*) Pe'epon*** Inefficient for Chi-Square analysts.
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The results indicated that community college administrators have a 
significantly more positive attitude toward high schools offering 
college level occupational education courses that can be accepted for 
credit or advanced placement by the community college than did 
vocational school administrators. Of the community college 
administrators responding, 1001 agreed with the practice in principle, 
while 201 of vocational school administrators agreed with the practice 
in principle. The chi square value of 3.73 was significant at the 
acceptable .05 level.
As Indicated in the data, 100% of the community college 
administrators reported in question 34 that sharing of resources was of 
benefit to their institution. Of the vocational school administrators 
401 felt that sharing of facilities, services, or equipment was of 
benefit to their schools. The chi square showed 6.87, which was 
significant at the .05 level.
The total percentages for positive and negative responses by 
community college administrators and vocational school administrators 
showed little difference in their overall attitudes toward articulation 
activities. Both groups showed positive feeling toward articulation 
activities, with community college administrators showing 82.82 positive 
responses and vocational school administrators showing 77.72 positive 
responses.
Hypothesis 2. Comparison of the Attitudes of Community College 
Administrators Toward Articulation Activities and the Attitudes of 
Secondary School Principals Toward Articulation Activities
The hypothesis, "there will be a significantly higher percentage of 
community college administrators with positive attitudes toward
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articulation than there will be public secondary school principals with 
positive attitudes toward articulation," waB tested in the null form. 
Table 3 shows the percentage distribution.
Based on data in Table 3, the null hypothesis 2 w s b  accepted with 
respect to attitudlnal questions 3, 4, 7, 8, 12, 17, 21, 25, 26, 31, 34, 
35, 36, 38, 42, 43, 44, 45, 46, 47, and 48, but was rejected with 
respect to attitudlnal question 27.
Of the community college administrators responding, 100% felt that 
community college faculty could teach college level courses in the high 
schools. In comparison, approximately 54% of secondary school 
principals agreed that community college faculty could teach college 
level courses in the high schools. The chi square value of 7.34 was 
significant at the .05 probability level.
An overall positive climate was identified by and between both 
groups. The total percentage for positive and negative responses 
indicated community college administrators reporting approximately 83% 
positive feelings toward articulation activities and secondary school 
principals with a percentage total of approximately 78% positive 
feelings.
Hypothesis 3. Comparison of the Attitudes of Vocational School 
Principals Toward Articulation Activities and the Attitudes of Secondary 
School Principals Toward Articulation Activities
The hypothesis, "there will be a significantly higher .percentage of 
vocational school principals with positive attitudes toward articulation 
than there will be public secondary school principals with positive 
attitudes toward articulation," was tested in the null form. Table 4 
shows the percentage distribution.
Based on the data in Table 4, null hypothesis 3 was accepted with 
respect to attitudlnal questions 3, 4, 7, 8, 12, 17, 21, 25, 26, 27, 31,
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Tnhln 3
Coapnrlaun of th* Attitude* of Comunlty College IdalnlMrttoti 
Tuward Articulation Activities unit tilt Attltuda* of 
Secondary School Adnlnlatrator* Toward 
Articulation Aetlvltlaa
Chi-Square and
H and Percentage* for Tea and Ho Probability
Raaponaoa by Typo of Inatltutlon Level
Questions Comunlty Coll*|*a Secondary Schools chi-sq Prob. Level
(N - (0) (N - AS)
Yea No Vet No
X X X X
1. Do you hav* planned aattlnt* with 
achool adalnlatratora to dlacutt 
cooperation In general education 
subject areaat
3. If yaa, era auch netting* worth-
while! 100.0 0.0 89,5 10.5 .90 .340
4. If no, would you favor holding auch
■tatlngaf 100.0 0,0 90.3 9.5 .21 .647
S. Do you vlalt general education 
claaaaa at the high achoola/ 
coenunlty collage* to obaerva 
lnatruction!
7. If yea, are auch vlalta worthwhile! 100.0 0.0 87.3 12.3 .140 .707
S. If no, do you think auch vlalta
ailght be uaaful In th* future! 77.8 22.2 83.3 16.7 ,007 .934
9. Do you attend atatewlde or regional 
■eating* of administrator* to 
dlecuae utter* pertinent to 
articulation between general 
education program at the high
achool and comunlty collage! 77.0 22.2 76.3 23.3 .007 .934
11. If yea, are auch Mating* of benefit! 100,0 0.0 100.0 0.0 (**) {**>
12. If nc, do you fetl euch ■cettuga
ahould be held! 75,0 25.0 78.8 21.2 .03 ,662
13. Had your comunlty collcge/hlgh achool 
bern Involved In dlacuaalone 
regordlng the development of a 
general education progran vhlch 
la well articulated between th* 
laat two year* of high achool and 
tha two year a of th* comunlty 
college!
17. If no, do you feel auch dlacuaalona
ahould ha held! 100,0 0.0 80.8 19.2 .92 .336
lti. Do high achool atudent* hav* th* 
opportunity to vlalt general 
education claaaaa at th* coaaaunlty 
college or receive orientation to 
the opportunities for study at 
the college!
70. If yea, do you tael euch vlalta
ate worthwhile! 100.0 0.0 100,0 0.0 (**)
21. If no, do you favor Initiating
auch vlalta! 30.0 30.0 36.3 61.5 .10 .756
22. Do high achool* otfar any collage
level (antral education court** 
that art accepted for credit or 
advanced placement by tha 
coemnlty colle|*f
24. If yet, do you feel this procedure 
la a significant benefit to 
eligible atudent*! 100.0 0.0 100.0 0.0 <**) (**)
23. If no, do you agree with auch 
procedure In principle! 100.0 0.0 30.0 30.0 1.9 .173
26. Do you feel chat there 1* an
availability of qualified high 
school faculty to taach auch 
courted 100,0 0.0 90.3 9,5 1.0 ,309
Tab la 3
Continued
Chi-Square and
N and Fercentagea for Tea and ho Probability
geaponaaa by Type of Inatltutlun level
Qneetluno Co minify Collegea Secondary Schoola Chl-5q Prob. level
(N - 101 (N • 43)
Tea Mo Ten No
X t X t
17. Do you faal that coaaunlty college 
[acuity could lnatruct theaa 
advanced claaaaa In the high
aehoolal 100.0 0.0 33.8 46.1 7.34 .006(*)
29. Doaa your high ichool/coenunlty 
college have written guldellnta 
or pollclaa which clearly Indicate 
the level or general education 
aubjeeta!
11. If yaa, do you faal theaa guldallnea/ 
policlea are helpful! 100.0 0.0 96,7 3.3 .34 .339
32. If no, do you feel auch policlea/ 
guldellnea ahould be developed
In tha near future! 0.0 0.0 46.1 53.9 (**) (**>
31. Are thare any phyalcal facllltlea, 
aervicen or equipment ahared by 
high achoola end coaaunlty 
collegea In your aervlce areal
34. If yea, la thla aharlng of reaourcaa
of benefit to your Inatltutlon! 100.0 0.0 90.9 9.1 .68 .330
15. If no, la there a potential for
aharlng between Inatltutlonel 30.0 30.0 30.0 30.0 .00 1.000
36. Duee your high acliaol/coaaunlty 
college aake nee of high achool/ 
coaaunlty college faculty aa guaat 
lacturera, conaultanta. or 
ratource pare erne In the general 
education area!
18. If yea, la thla or  algnlflcant
benefit to atudanta! 100.0 0.0 90.9 9.1 .98 .321
39. tf no, do you lauor ateking th*
•arvlcaa of high achool/
coaaunlty coll«|« faculty! 0.0 0.0 71.7 17.3 (**) (**)
40. Doe* your high achool/cominlty
collage participate In Joint 
faculty workehope for tha 
purpoao of atatl development 
In the general education araaiT
41. If yea, do you feel they are
worthwhile lor your facultyT 75,0 13.0 89,9
43. If no. do you favor beginning
auch workahopal 71.4 19.6 64.7
44. Do you feel high achool progtaua
In the general education areaa 
provide tha type of preparation 
needed by a atudent to auccaed
In tha coaaunlty college! 93,7 14.3 97,7
43. Do you feel high achool ptcgrana 
In the occupational education 
areaa provide tha type of 
preparation needed by a atudent 
to auccaed In tha comunlty
college! 97.3 11.5 97.6
46. Da you faal that It la reallntlc 
and daalrablo to deefgn high 
achool vocational prograne to 
prapara atudanta to continue In 
their apeclaity at the comunlty 
college aa wall aa to laaeedlataly
enter the labor torcat 100,0 0.0 86.4 13.6 1.33 .116
11.1
33.1
1.1
1.4
.41
.11
1.31
1.79
.311
.733
.118
.191
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Table 3 
Continued
H and Percentages [or f n  and No 
Reapunses by Type ■■[ Institution
Chl-Squme and 
Frobahlllty 
heval
Questions COI nity College* 
(N • 10)
Ye* Ho
X X
Secondary School * 
IN - 45)
Ye* No
X X
Chl-Sq Ftob. level
47. Would you favor a regular articula­
tion conference which would bring 
together Interested pmtlee to 
consider cDemon problem and 
potential* with regard to pregraa 
articulation In general education 
areas! 90.0 10.0 85.7 14.3 .11 .711
46. Would you favnr a regular nrtlcula- 
tion conference which would bring 
together Interested parties to 
conalder coenon prob1ewe and 
potentials with regard to prograa 
articulation In the occupational 
education areal 90.0 10.0 65.4 14,6 .15 . 701
Total 81. B 17.1 78.4 11.6
(*> p £  .05
(**) Response* Insufficient for Chi-Square analyaia
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T a b la  4
Comperlian of tha Attitude* of Vocational School Adalnlaerator* 
Toward Articulation Actlultle* and the Attitude* of 
Secondary School Administrator* Toward 
Articulation Actlvltlaa
Chi.-Bounce end
H end Percentage* for Ye* end Ho Probability
Rcepunie* by Type of Inetltutiun Uvcl
Uueetlou* Vocatlonal School* Secondary School* Chi-Sc I'rob. Level
* IN - 13) (N - 45)
Ye* No Yea No
X X X X
1. Do you have planned meeting* with 
achool ndalnIterator* to dlacuae 
cooperation in general education 
tubjact areaa!
1
2. Do you have planned neeting* with 
echool adnlnlatratora to dlacuae 
cooperation in occupational 
education eubject araat!
1. If yet, are euch meeting* worth­
while! 100.0 0.0 89.5 10.5 .91 .3*0
4. tf no, would you favor holding euch
meeting*! 80.0 20,0 90.5 9.5 .43 .510
S. Do you vlalt general education 
dealt* at th* high achool*/ 
community college* to obaervt 
lnettuctlonl
*
6. Do you vlalt occupational education 
clottel at the high echool*/ 
cotmunlty college* to abaerv* 
lnetruction!
7. It yee, are auch meeting* worthwhile! 100.0 0.0 87.5 12.5 .81 .369
e. It no, do you think euch vlilte
might be ueaful In th* luture! 82.3 16.7 76.5 23.5 .14 .711
9, Do you attend statewide or regional 
meeting,, of administrator* to 
distune mntturn part incut to 
articulation bwtwten general 
education program* ot the high 
achool and comunlty college!
10. Do you attend atatewld* or regional 
meeting* of admlnletratara to 
diicuit matter* pertinent to 
attlculatlon between occupational 
education program* at th* high 
echool and community college!
it. If yee, are auch meeting* of benefit? 100.0 0.0 100.0 0.0 <“ > 1**2
)!• If no, do you feel euch meeting*
thould be heldt SO.O SO.O 78.B 21.3 ,B9 .217
II. Haa your comunlty callege/htgh echool •
been Involved In dlecuealona 
regarding the development of a 
general education program which 
la well articulated between the 
laet two year* of high echool and 
th* two year* of the comunlty 
college!
14. Haa your community college/high Achool 
been Involved In dletueeioH* 
regarding the development of a 
four-year occupational education 
program which would Include baelc
preparation In tha laat two year* ,
of high achool and aperiallied 
work continued at th* coaaunlty 
college!
II. If no, da you [eel euch dlecueelon*
ahould be held 71.4 2B,ft 80.8 19.2 .29 .S92
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Tub Ip 4 
CimUiLUi'd
Question*
N iiiul ri'triiitflguM lur to* anil Kn 
gen|i»nae* by Type pf Institution
Cbl^ qinirc and 
I 'm l i i i t i l  I l l y  
IjivuI
Vocational School* 
(K • 13)
Ye* No
: x
Secondary School* 
(N - *3)
Ye* No
X X
l3 i l> S q  PI i d ' .  l e v e l
t*»)
.101)
IS. Do high tchool atudent* hav* tha 
opportunity Id vliit general 
education cla**** at tha coaaunlty 
college or receive orientation to 
tha opportunities for atudy at 
th* college)
19. Do high tchool itudenta have the
opportunity to vltlt occupational 
education da**** at the coaaunlty 
college or receive orientation 
to the opportunltlat (or atudy at 
the college)
10. If yea, do you feel auch vlalta
ara uorthwhllel 100.0 0.0 100.0 0.0 (**)
11, If no, do you favor Initiating
auch vlalta? 73.0 13.0 38.S 61.3 1,61
21. Do high achoola offer any collage
level general education court*# .
that or* accepted for credit or ,
advanced placenant by th*
Comunlty college)
21. Do high achoola offer college
level occupational education 
courat* that are accepted for 
credit or advanced placement 
by the coenunlty collage)
21, If y*at do you faal thl* procedure 
la a elgnlflcant benefit to
eligible atudanta) 100.0 0.0 100.0 0.9 (**)
23. If no, do you agree with auch
prnxtdur* In principle) 20.0 SO.O -30.0 30.0 1.31
26. Do you feel that there fa an
availability of qualified high 
achool faculty to teach auch
court**) BO.O 20.0 90.3 9.3 .87
27. Do you feel that comunlty college
faculty could inatruct the**
advanced claiaea in the high ,
achoola) BO.O 20.0 ' 33.9 16.1 2.23
29. Dor* your hfgh achool/coaaunlty
college have written guideline* 
or policlea vhlch clearly Indicate 
the level of general education 
aub)*ct*T
30. Doe# your high achool/comunlty
college hive written guideline* 
or policlea vhlch clearly Indicate
th* level of occupational *
education aubJectsT
31. If yea, do you feel theas guidallnea/
policlea ara helpful) 100.0 0,0 96.7 3.3 .21 ,630
32. If no, do you feel auch pollcle*/
guideline* ahould b* developed
In tha near future? 33.3 66.7 16.2 33.B .16 ,667
33. Are there any phyalcal fadlltl**,
aervlceu or equipment chared by 
high aehoola and eoeounlty 
college* In your aervlca area)
31. If yaa, la thla aharlng of reaourcea
of bene(It to your Inatltutlon) 10.0 60.0 90.9 9.1 7.00 ,00S(*}
33, If no, la there a potential for
•haring between Institution*) 71.1 2B.6 1 3*0.U 30,0 .Sb .330
(**)
,220
.131
.13)
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Tali I e 4
Continued
Chi-Square and
M and Percentage* for Tan and He Prrbjjbll U y
fteaponata by Type of Inatltution level
Queaclona Vocational Schoula Secondary School* Clil-Sq I’rt'h, level
(N - I)> 0  - 43)
Vci Ho Yaa Ho
I  t  I t
lb. Itoun your high achool/comunlty
collage nek* uia of high achoal/ 
conunlty college (acuity a* gueet 
lecturer*, con*uleant*, or 
raeource peraon* In the general 
education area?
17. Doe* your high achool/coanunlty
college noV* uaa o( high echool/ 
conunlty college (acuity a* gunet 
lecturer*, comultanta, or 
tatoucc* peraon* In the occupa­
tional education ateal 
3b. If yee, 1* thit of elgnlflcant
benefit to atudcntaf 77.8 11.1 90.9 9,1 1,16 .161
19. K  no, do you (avor necking th*
•ctvlcei of high echool/
coeeeunlty college facultyl 66.7 11.1 71.7 27.1 .01 .837
40. Do* a your high achool/comunlty 
college participate In Joint 
faculty workahop* for the 
purpoia of tt*(f development 
In the general education arena?
61. Doe* your high achool/comunlty 
college participate In Joint
[acuity uotkehope for th* 1
purpotc of etaff devclopnent 
In the occupational education 
ar***T
42. If yee, do you feel they are
worthwhile (or your faculty? 100,0 0.0 86.9 11.1 .48 .488
43. If no, do you (avor beginning
auch uorkahupe? 83.7 16.3 64.7 33.3 1.18 .277
44. Do you feel high achool program
In th* general education areaa •
provide the type of preparation 
needed by a etudtnt to aucceed
In th* comunlty college? 90.9 9.1 97.7 2.1 1.17 .280
43. Do you feel high achool program 
In th* occupational education 
area* provide th* type of 
preparation needed by e atudent 
to aucceed In the comunlty
college? 100.0 0.0 97.6 2.4 ,29 .390
46. Do you feel that It la reallatlc
and dtalrable to dealgn high 
achool vocational program to 
prepare atudanta to continue to 
their apeclnlty at th* comunlty 
college aa veil a* to lmedlately
enter th* labor force? 100.0 0.0 86,4 13.6 1.98 .139
47. Kould you fevor a regular artlcula- ‘
tion conference which would bring 
together lntereatad partita to 
conelder comon problem and 
potential* with regard to progran 
articulation In general education
area*? 91.7 8.1 83.7 14.3 .29 .388
Table * 
Continued
N and Percentagea (or lea and No 
Responses by Type o( Inatltution
Chl-Squarr and 
Probability 
Level
(ju eatlons Vocational School# 
<N - 13)
Tea No 
X X
Secondary School* 
IN • 45)
Tea No 
X X
Chl-Sq froli. U-vel
IB, Would you favor a titular articula­
tion confaranca which would bring 
togathat Interacted partita to 
conaldtr coaaon probltaa and 
petantlala with regard to progtaa 
articulation In the occupational 
education areat 91.3 7.7 81.4 14,4 .41 .314
Total 77.7 11.3 78.4 11.4
(*) p *  ,05
(**) Raiponm Insufficient (or Chl-5quare analysis
00
32, 33, 38, 39, 42, 43, 44, 45, 46, 47, and 48, but was rejected with 
respect to attitudlnal question 34.
Attitudlnal question 34 generated significantly higher positive 
responses from secondary school principals (91%) than positive responses 
from vocational school principals (40%). This is directly inverse to 
the hypothesis 3 statement. The chi square value of 7.00 was 
significant at the .05 level. The data indicates significantly that 
more secondary school principals saw more value In the sharing of 
resources with community colleges than did vocational school principals.
The total percentages for positive and negative responses indicated 
positive attitudes, with each administrative group reporting 
approximately 78% positive responses to attitudlnal questions.
Hypothesis 4. Comparison of Occurrence of Vocational Schools 
Participating in Articulation Activities With Community Colleges and 
Secondary Schools Participating In Articulation Activities With 
Community Colleges
The hypothesis, "there will be a significantly greater occurrence 
of vocational schools participating in articulation activities with 
community colleges," was tested in the null form. Table 5 shows the 
percentage distribution for each activity question.
Analysis of data in Table 5 supports the conclusion that null 
hypothesis 4 was accepted with respect to activity questions 1, 2, 5, 6, 
9, 13, 14, 61, 18, 19, 22, 23, 28, 29, 30, 33 40, and 41, but rejected 
for activity questions 10 and 15.
To activity question 10, concerned with the administrators' 
attendance at statewide or regional meetings to discuss articulation of 
occupational programs between community colleges and high schools, 75% 
of vocational school administrators reported participation compared to
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Tibi* 5
Tht Occurrence ol Secondary Rthoolw Participating In 
Articulation Activities u  Conpircil to the 
Occurrence of Vocational Sehoola 
Participating in Articulation 
Actlvltlea
K and Percent**** for fee and Ho 
Xaaponeea by Swcundary and 
Vocational School*
Chi-Square and 
Probability 
Level
QueerIon* Vocational School* Secondary School* 
(H - 13) (N - 45)
Ya* Ho lea Ho 
I X  X X
Chl-Sq Prob. Level
3,
6.
10,
11
14.
Do you haw* planned Mating* with 
achool adalnlatratora to dlacuaa 
cooperation in general education 
aubject areiet 11,3
Do you have planned Mating* with 
achool adalnlatratora to dlacuaa 
cooperation in occupational 
education aubject araaat 61,3
Do you vlalt general education 
claaaa* at the hl|h achoola/ 
eomunity collet** to obaerva 
InatructlonI 18.2
Do you vlalt occupational education 
claaae* at the hl|h achoola/ 
conaunlty collet** to obaarve 
Inatructlont 16,1
Do you attend etetewid* or regional 
Mating* of adnlnlatratora to 
dlacuaa utter* pertinent to 
articulation between ttneral 
education progran* at th* hlth 
achool and coeaunlty college! 10.0
Do you attend atatewlde or regional 
uetint* o? adalnlatratora to 
dlacuaa natter* pertinent to 
articulation between occupational 
education prograna at tho high 
achool and conaunlty college! 13,0
Haa your ccmmlty college/high achool 
been involved In dlacuaalon* 
regarding th* developMnt of a 
general education prograa which 
1* wall articulated betwaen th* 
laat two year* of high achool and 
the two year* of th* cmunity 
college! 22.2
lla* your conaunlty col leg*/high achool 
bean involved in dlacuaalon* 
regarding th* davalopnent of a 
four-year occupational education 
progran which would Include baaic 
preparation In th* laat two year* 
of high achool and apeclallaad 
work continued at tha eonaunlty 
college! 36.4
13. If yea, ha* thla reaultad la
Ucultlca Jointly developing 
prograa*! 80,0
16, If yea, have competency level*
been decided upon! 73,0
18. Do high achool atudenta have th* 
opportunity to vlait general 
education claaaa* at th* coaaunlty 
college or recaiv* orientation to 
th* opportunltlea for atudy at 
tha collet*! 30.0
66.7
18.3
81.8
33.9
60.0
23.0
77.8
63.6
20.0
23.0
30.0
34.1
39.0
13.6
11.4
63.9
61.0
86.4
78.6
20.0 80.0
17.1 82.9
.02
1.03
.13
3.06
1.81
14.78
.963
.133
.702
.080
.178
.00K*)
33.6 64,4 .60 .439
20.3 . 79.3
27.1 72.7
40.0 60.0
68.2 77.8
1.23
3.88
1.40
.99
.266
.048(»)
.236
.310
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Table S 
Continued
N and Farcentige* toe Tea and No Chi-Square and
Responses by Secondary and probability
Vocational Sehoola lavcl
<)uestlona Vocational School* Secondary School* Chl-Sq Frob. Level
(H - 13) {N - 45)
Tea No Tea No
I X  X X
19. Do high achool atudcuta have the 
opportunity to vlalt occupational 
education claasta at tha community 
college or receive orientation 
to tha oppottunltle* lor atudy at 
the collegal 69.2 30.6 66.7 33.3 .01 .663
12. Do high achoola offer any college 
level general education couroea 
that are accepted for credit or 
advanced placcnent by the 
community collegal 23.0 73.0 40.0 60.0 .63 .420
23, Do high achoola offer college 
level occupational education 
course* that are accepted lor 
credit or advanced placement 
by th* community college! 30.0 30.0 21.9 76,1 3.60 .038
IS. Doe* your high achool/cominlty 
college offer an occupational 
program uhich la designed to 
prepare graduate* for employ­
ment at a level similar to 
that prepared [or by a program 
at a high achool/occupatlonal 
school/community college In 
your service areal 76.9 23.1 86.1 13.9 .61 .431
29. Dooa your high school/community 
college hsv* written guideline*
Dr policies which clearly indicate 
the level of general education 
subjects! so.a 20.0 66.2 31.6 .34 .460
30. Does your high school/commnity 
college have written guideline* 
or policies which clearly Indicate 
the level of occupational 
education aubjactal 34.6 43.4 53.3 44.7 .02 .966
31. Are there any physical facilities, 
servlet* or equipment shared by 
high school* and community 
college* in your service areal 46.2 33.6 66.7 33.3 1.60 .179
36. Dot* your high school/cosaunlty 
col lego stake us* of high school/ 
community college faculty at guest 
lecturers, consultant*, or 
resource persona In the general 
education areal 66.7 33.3 73.3 26.7 .21 .648
10. Does your high achool/cosssunlty 
college participate In Joint 
faculty workshop* for th* 
purpose of staff development 
In the general education areas! 20.0 80.0 13.3 86.7 .29 .369
61. Doe* your high achool/coemunlty 
college participate In Joint 
faculty workshops for th* 
purpose of staff development 
In th* occupational education 
areas! 36.4 63.6 16.2 61.6 1.71 .192
Total 44.3 33.3 37.2 62.6
{*) p £. .OS
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17% of the secondary school principals. In this case, the very nature 
of the activity would indicate that more vocational school 
administrators would be Involved. The chi square value of 14.78 was 
significant at the .05 level.
To activity question 15, significantly more vocational school 
administrators (80%) reported having their faculties jointly developing 
programs which were articulated between the last two years of high 
school and the two years of the community college than did secondary 
school principals (17%). The chi square value of 3.88 was significant 
at the .05 level.
The total percentages Indicated that overall participation in 
articulation activities with community colleges was well below the 50% 
level for both vocational schools and secondary schools. Approximately 
45% of the vocational school administrators reported involvement while 
only approximately 37% of secondary school administrators reported 
participation.
Hypothesis 5. Comparison of Occurrence of Articulation Activities In 
Urban Community Colleges and Their Feeder Vocational and Secondary 
Schools and Rural Community Colleges and Their Feeder Vocational and 
Secondary Schools
The hypothesis, "there will be significantly greater occurrence of 
articulation activities In community colleges, vocational schools, and 
secondary schools located in an urban setting than there will be 
articulation activities in community colleges, vocational schools, and 
secondary schools located in a rural Betting," was tested in the null 
form. Table 6 shows the percentage distribution for each activity 
question.
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Table 6
Tha Prevalent* of Articulation Actlvltlaa In Urban Conaunlty College* 
and Their reader Vocational and Secondary School* a* Co*pared 
to th* Prevalent* of Articulation Activltie* In 
Aural Coaaunlty College* and Their Feeder 
Vocational and Secondary School*
H and percentage* for Tea and Ka Chl--Squnrr and
Ratponae* by Location of Prnbabtllty
inatltutfon Level
Duration* Rural Urban Clll-Sq Ptob. Level
(H - 30) <H - 18)
Tea Ho Tea Ho
X t X X
1. Do you have planned meeting* with 
achool adnlnlatratora to dlacuaa 
cooperation In general education
aubject arena! 43.7 34,3 61.1 36.9 1.24 .266
7. Do you have planned meeting* with 
achool adalnlatratora to dlacuaa 
cooperation in occupational
education aubject araaa! 100.0 0.0 61.8 16.1 4,63 .U37{»)
S. Do you vlelt general education 
claete* at th* high achoola/ 
coaaunlty college* to obtarva
In*truction! 14.6 83.4 3.9 94.1 .88 .348
6. Do you vlalt occupational education 
claaae* at the high achool*/ 
coaaunlty collegaa to obaerv*
Interaction! 13.3 74.3 21.2 77.B .08 .782
9. Do you attend atatewida or regional 
meeting* of adninlatrator* to 
dlacuaa amttor* pertinent to 
articulation between general 
education program* at the high
achool and coaaunlty college! 77.1 72.9 29.4 70.6 .03 .834
10. Do you attend ftatrvlde or regional
Meting* ol adalnlatratora to 
dlacuaa nutter* pertinent to 
articulation between occupational 
education progrant at tha high 
achool and coaaunlty college!
11. Ha* your conaunlty colleg*/high achoo
been involved In dlacuaalona 
regarding th* developMnt of a 
general education prograa which 
la well articulated between the 
laat two year* of high achool and 
the two year* of th* conwnlty 
college!
14. Ilaa your coaaunlty college/high achoo
been Involved In dlacuaalona 
regarding the development of a 
four-yenr occupational education 
prograa which would include baale 
preparation in th* laat two year* 
of high achool and apeclallaed 
work continued *t tha tomounlty 
collage!
15. If yet, hat thla intuited In
facultlat Jointly developing 
program*!
16. If yea, have competency levale
beun decided upon!
16. Do high achool acudenta have th* 
opportunity to vlalt general 
education elaatee at th* coamunlty 
college or tectlve orientation to 
th* opportunltl** for etudy at 
the college!
30.4 69.6
33,9 76.1
16.5 73.5
57*1 *1.9
34.5 43.S
64.4 33.6
47.1 SI.9
30.0 SO.O
31.3 .66.7
37.5 61.5
50.0 SO.O
61.4 17.5
1.31 .119
4.10 .(143(*J
.13 .714
.79 .373
.04 .643
1.66 .177
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lablr 6 
Cunt Iniit'il
Questions
K and htcanuitt for Tea and No 
Rosponaes by Location of 
Institution
Rural 
(« * 50) 
Yea No
1 I
llcban 
<H - 18) 
Yet llo
I X
Uil-Square and 
Prrhnbltily 
Level
Chl-fq Prnb. Level
19. Do high achool students have the
opportunity to vlalt occupational 
education elaatta at tha cosmnlty 
collate or receive orientation 
to tha opportunltiee for study at
the colleieT 68.1 31.9 71.8 71.1 .59 .1*5
21. Do high achoola offer any collate 
level general education couieea 
that ara accepted for credit or 
advanced placement by the
coaaunlty college! 22.2 77.8 76.5 23.5 15.56 .00l(*)
23. Do high achoola offer college 
level occupational education 
coureea that are accepted for 
credit or advanced pLatenant
by tha comnlty college! 26.J 73.5 71.4 28.6 9.47 .0P2{*)
28. Doee your high achool/coeeaunlty
college offer an occupational 
prograa which la dealgned to 
prepare graduataa for enploy- 
nent at a level alnllar to 
that prepared for by a prograa 
at a high school/occupational 
school/community collage In
your aervice araa! 81,6 18.4 70.6 29.4 .92 .3)7
29. Doee your high achool/conaunlty
collega have written guidelines 
or pollclea which clearly indicate 
the level of general education
subjects! 68.1 31.9 94.1 5.2 A.M .0 )4 1 * )
30. Dooe your high achool/comunlty
college have written guidelines 
or pollciea which clearly indicate 
tha level of occupational
education aubjecta! 56.8 43,2 80.0 20.0 2.80 .109
3), Are there any physical facilities, 
services or equipment shared by 
high achoola and coammlty
colleges In your aervice area! 72.0 28,0 SO.O 50.0 2,66 .091
36, Does your high school/cmunity
college make uae of high school/ 
commnlty college faculty aa gueat 
lecturers. Consultants, or 
resource persona In the general
education area? 79.6 20.4 66.7 33,3 1,21 .771
37. Doee your high echool/coevunlty
college sake uae af high school/ 
conaunlty college faculty aa gueat 
lecturers, consultants, or 
resource persona In tha occupa­
tional education areal 100.0 0.0 100.0 0.0 {**)
40. Does your high school/coaaunlty
college participate In Joint 
faculty workshops for the 
purpose of staff development
In the general education areas! 17.0 83,0 16.7 83.3 ,00
41, Dots your high school/community
collega participate in Joint 
faculty workshops for the 
purpose of staff development 
in the occupational education
areaal 17,0 83.0 33.) 66,7 2.05 .152
(**)
.973
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T<iiii« r( 
Conl Itiued
H and Percentage* for Tat and No tlii-tq^uc end
Reiponae# by Location of Ftobeblllly
Inatltutlon Icvrl
Queatlona Rural Urbnit I l i l -S q  P i r b .  I r v v l
(N • JO) (H • IS)
Ye* No Y«i No
( I * *
49. Doaa your collet*1* public relation* 
protean Include effort* apaclfl* 
cally directed at nablng tha public 
euar* ot comunlty collate oppor- 
tunltlaa In the genaral education 
areaat 100.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 (**) (**)
10. Doe* your collate** public relation* 
protrea Include effort* apeclfl- 
cally directed at naklot the public 
auar* of comnlty collet* oppor- 
tunltle* In the occupational 
education *r***1 100.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 (**) (**)
Total 49.0 11.0 S1.0 4S.0
to P^ -.O)
(**) Reaponeaa lmuf flcient for Chi-Square analyala
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Analysis of data In Table 6 supports the conclusion that null 
hypothesis 5 was accepted with respect to activity questions 1, 5, 6, 9, 
14, 16, 18, 19, 29, 30, 33, 36, 40, and 41, but rejected for activity 
questions 2, 13, 22, 23, and 29.
To activity question 2, dealing with administrators' Involvement in 
planned meetings to discusB cooperation in occupational education 
programs, 100% of the administrators from rural Bervlce areas reported 
participation and approximately 82% of administrators from urban areaB 
reported participation in planned meetings. The chi square value of 
4.63 was significant at the .05 level. It should be noted that this 
finding is directly inverse to the hypothesis 5 statement.
A significant difference was indicated in activity question 13 with 
a chi square value of 4.10 significant at the .05 level. Approximately 
24% of rural administrators reported to have been involved in 
discussions regarding the development of general education programs 
which are well articulated between the last two years of high school and 
the two years of the community college. In comparison, 50% of urban 
administrators reported Involvement in such discussions.
To activity question 22, concerned with college level general 
education courses being offered in the high school and accepted by 
community colleges, approximately 77% of urban administrators reported 
participation by their schools as compared to approximately 22% of rural
administrators reporting involvement. The chi square value of 17.56 was
significant at the .05 level.
A similar response rate was recorded for question 23 dealing with
college level occupational education classes being offered in the high 
schools. Approximately 71% of urban school administrators reported
68
participation while approximately 27% of rural administrators reported 
such offerings. The chi square value of 9.47 was significant at the .05 
level.
Approximately 94% of urban administrators responded positively to 
having written guidelines or policies which clearly indicate the level 
of general education subjects, while 68% of rural administrators 
reported a presence for such guidelines. The chi square value of 4.51 
was significant at the .05 level.
The total percentages for yes and no responses by rural and urban 
administrators was very close to the involvement level of 50% by both 
groups reporting. Rural administrators reported a slightly lower level 
of participation at 49%. while 52% of urban administrators reported 
participation.
Hypothesis 6. Comparison of Occurrence of Articulation Activities in 
Vocational and Secondary Schools Served by Large and Mid-size Community 
Colleges and Vocational and Secondary Schools Served by Small Community 
Colleges
The hypothesis, "there will be a significantly greater occurrence 
of articulation activities in vocational schools served by large and 
mid-size community colleges than there will be articulation activities 
in vocational schools and secondary schools served by small community 
colleges," was tested in the null form. Table 7 shows the percentage 
distribution of each activity question.
Analysis of data in Table 7 support the conclusion that null 
hypothesis 6 was accepted with respect to activity questions 1, 2, 5. 6, 
9, 10, 13, 14, 15, 16, 18, 19, 28, 29, 30, 36, 40, and 41, but rejected 
for activity questions 22, 23, and 33.
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Table 7
The Prevalence uf Articulation Activities In Consiunlty College* with large and 
Hld-slrc Enrollmmtn and Thrlr Feeder Vocational and Secondary 
Schools as Coapered to the Prevalence at Articulation 
Activities In Coossinlty Colleges with lull 
Enrol Latent* and Their Feeder Vocational 
and Secondary Schools
H and Fercuiitage* for Yea and Mo 
Responses by Site of 
Cosatunlty Colics*
Chi-Square and 
Probability 
level
Question*
bars* end 
Hld-Sit*
<« -  31)
Yes Mo
X  X
Small 
(N - 35> 
Yea Mo
X X
Chi-Sq Frob. Level
1. Do you have planned westings with 
school adalnlatratore to discuss 
cooperation In |enaral education
subject arsaat 36,7 63.3 33.3 66.7 .OR .7R2
1. t>o you have planned nestings with 
school sdnlnlatrator* to discuss 
cooperation in occupations!
education aubject arsasf 57.6 41.* 41.9 36,1 1,36 .111
5. Do you vlalt general education
classes at the high achoola/ 
conaunlty colleges to observe
Instructlont 6,3 93.5 17.7 61,3 1.66 .170
6. Do you vlalt occupational education
class** at the high school/ 
coaseinity college* to observe
instruction! 14,1 73.S 15.0 75.0 .05 .944
9, Do you attend statewide or regional 
Matings of administrators to 
discuas natters pertinent to 
articulation between general 
education prograa* at the high
achool and conaunlty college? 29.0 71.0 36.5 73.5 .P5 .616
10, Do you attend statewide or regional 
Meting* ol adalnlatratora to
discus* utter* pertinent to 
articulation between occupational 
education prograa* at the high
achool and cosenmlty collage? 41,9 56.1 38.1 71.9 1.32 .25n
13. Has your cosounlty college/high achool
been Involved in dlacuaalon* 
regarding th* davolopMot of a 
general education prograa which 
is well articulated between th* 
last two years of high achool and 
tha two years uf the conaunlty
college? 31.3 66.7 39,4 70.6 .11 .736
14, Mss your coaaunlty college/high school
been Involved In discussions 
regarding the developMnt of a 
four-year occupational education 
prograa which would include basic 
preparation In th* laat two years 
of high achool and specialised 
work continued at the cosaunlty
college? 39.0 71.0 36.5 73.3 .05 .616
15. If yea, has this resulted in
faculties Jointly developing
progress? 50,0 50.0 30.0 50.0 ,00 I.000
16, If yea, hava coatpetency level*
been decided upon? 53.9 46,1 3D.0 50.0 .02 .876
18, bo high school students hava tha 
opportunity to visit general 
education claatf* at tha comnlty 
college or receive orientation to 
th* opportunities for study at
th* college? 79.3 1 20.7 60.6 39.4 2.34 .III
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Table 7 
Continued
qucatlona
K and Yurcentagra for Ye* and Ho 
Reapunaee bp Sire of 
Coamunlty Collega
Largo and 
Tild-Slta 
(N - 11) 
Yea No
I t
Sieall 
(N - IS) 
Yaa No
1 I
r l i l -S q u . i i*  end 
I r o b a b l l t i y  
Level
Chi*Sq Prcb. Level
19. Do lilgh achool atudanta hava tha
opportunity to vlalt occupational
education claaaca at the coaaunlty
college or receive orientation
to tha opportunltlea for atudy at
the college 1 71.S 11.1
71. Do high achoola offer any college 
level general education cotirece 
that ore accepted for credit or 
advanced plaecBCnt by the
conaunlty college? S3.3 46.7
13. Do high achoola oiler college
leval occupational education 
couraea that are accepted lot 
credit or advanced plnceatnt
by the conaunlty college? SI.7 48.)
78. Doee your high ar.hnolfcoemnlty 
college offer an occupational 
prograa which la dealgned to 
prepare graduatea far enploy- 
■rat at a level eintlar to 
that prepared for by a progran 
at a high achool/oecupatlonol 
achoulfcomunlty college in
your aervice area? B1.3 IB.7
19. Doea your high achool/coaonmlty
college have written guldellnee 
or pollclet which clearly Indicate 
thu leval of general education 
aubjecta? 83.9 16.1
30. Doea your high achoo)/coaaunlty
college hava written guideline* 
or policing which clearly Indicate 
the level of occupational
education aubjecta? 96.0 6.0
33, Are there any phyalcal factlitlea, 
aervlcea or equfpeent eherad by 
high achoola and conaunlty
collegee In your aervice area? S4.6 4S.4
36. Doan your lilgh echool/coanunlcy
college sake uae of high achool/
coaaunlty collage faculty aa gueat
lecturers, conaultante. or
reroute* poraona In th* ganeral
education areal 68.8 31.3
37. Doe* your high achool/coaaunlty
college Bake uae of high achool/ 
conaunlty college faculty aa gueat 
lecturuTBt consultant*, or 
reaourca peraona In th* occupa­
tional education area? 100.0 0.0
40. Uvea your high achoo1/coeounlty 
college participate in Joint 
fnculty vorkahopa for th* 
purpoae of etaff devalopewnt
In th* general education area*? 11.6 77.4
62,5 37.3
21.9 18.1
23.3 76.3
76.3 23.5
66.7 33.3
too.a o.o
77.1 22.9
81.9 17.1
100.0 0 ,0
11.8 88 .2
2.08 .149
6.3? .0101*)
5.3? ,021(*)
.23
2.52
.86
3.88
1.83
(“ >
I.3S
.633
.112
.3)4
,049(*)
.176
(*•)
.743
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T.ilili- 7 
Cuntlmiuil
(jutatluoa
N and Percentegaa [or Tea and Ho 
Rtaponata by Silt of 
Conumlty Collett
CM-Squnrc and 
Protmbllf ty 
1 cvcl
Dirge and 
Hld-Slte 
(N - 31) 
Yta No
X X
Siaall 
(ft - 31) 
Yta Ho
X X
Clil-Sq Troli, level
41. Doea yout high aeliool/coaaunlty 
col lift participate In Joint 
(acuity workthopa lor the 
purpoaa of ataff dtvtlopaant 
In the occupational education 
araaaT
Total
11,3 
SI.9
60.7
47.1
IZ.t
46.5
87.9
53.1
3.57 .061
(*) P < .05
(**) Reaponata Inaufllclant tor Chi-Square analyala
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To question 22, approximately 53% of administrators served by large 
to mid-size community colleges reported involvement in programs where 
general education college level courses were offered in the high schools 
as compared to approximately 22% of administrators being served by small 
community colleges. The chi square value of 6.57 was significant at the 
,05 level.
A similar comparison was recorded for activity question 23, while 
approximately 52% of administrators being served by large/mid-size 
community colleges reported college level occupational courses being 
offered in the vocational schools while approximately 24% of 
administrators located in the service area of small community colleges 
reported such classes being offered in the high schools. The chi squure 
far this activity was 5.37, with a .021 significance level.
Approximately 55% of administrators from schools served by 
large/mid-size community colleges reported sharing facilities, services, 
or equipment between educational units, while approximately 77% of 
administrators being served by small community colleges recorded sharing 
such resources. It should be noted that this finding is directly 
Inverse to the hypothesis 6 statement. The chi Bquare value of 3.88 was 
significant at the .05 level.
The total percentages for yes and no responses by administrators 
served by large/mid-slze community colleges was 52.9% and 47.1% 
respectively. A close percentage of positive (47%) and negative (54%) 
responses was also reported by administrators from schools served by 
small community colleges. It should be noted that participation by both 
groups was approximately at the 50% level.
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llypotheais 7. Comparison of Occurrence of Articulation Activities in 
Community Colleges and Their Feeder Vocational and Secondary Schools 
Located In the Northern and Central Geographical AreaB of Virginia and 
the Community Colleges and Feeder Vocational and Secondary SchoolB 
Located in the Southwestern, Southeastern, and Eastern Geographical 
Areas of Virginia
The hypothesis, "there will be a significantly greater occurrence 
of articulation activities between community colleges, vocational 
schools, and secondary schools located in the northern and central 
geographical areas of Virginia than there will be between community 
colleges, vocational schools, and secondary schools located in the 
southwestern, southeastern, and eastern areas of V i r g i n i a w a s  tested 
in the null form. Table 8 shows percentage distribution for each
activity question.
Analysis of data in Table 8 support the conclusion that null
hypothesis 7 was accepted with respect to activity questions 1, 2, S, 6, 
9, 10, 14, 15, 16. 18, 19, 28, 30, 33, 36, 40, and 41, but was rejected 
for activity questions 13, 22, 23, and 29.
To activity question 13, dealing with administrators' involvement
in discussions regarding the development of general education programs 
which are articulated between the last two years of high school and the 
two years of the community college, 507 of the administrators from the 
southwestern/southeastern and eastern areas reported participation in 
such discussions. Approximately 24% of the northern and central 
administrators reported involvement in such articulation. discussions. 
This is directly inverse to the hypothesis 7 statement. The chi square 
value of 4.00 was significant at the .05 level.
Approximately 777 of administrators from the southeastern, 
southwestern, and eastern geographical areas of Virginia reported to be 
involved in the offering of college level general education courses in
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Table B
Th* Prevalence ol Articulation Actlvltlen in Coaaunlty Collagen and Their frcder Vocatlor.il 
and Secondary School a Located In the Northern and Central Geographical Aiea* af 
Virginia *» Coopered to the Prevalent* of Articulation Aetlvltlce in the 
Coaaunlty Colleie* and Their Feeder Schaola located in the 
Soiithvaetern, Southeaetern and Eaetern Ceographlcal 
Area* of Vlt|inla
N and FercentaguH fnr Yet and Hu Clii*Squnrc and
K**pD«*ce by Geographical Probability
Location txvol
Southwaatern,
Northern and Southaaatarn
(Meet lone Central and Eaatern Chl-Sq Prnb. Level
(H - 31) <H - 37)
Tea No Ye* No
X X X X
1. Do you have planned arreting* with 
echool adalnlatratora to dltcui* 
cooperation in general education
aubject arena! It. z 63.6 31.3 ta.i .13 ,711
1. Do you have planned ate tinge with 
echool adalnietratorn to dlacuaa 
cooperation In occupational
education aubject arete! AS.7 54.4 61.1 38.9 1.14 .766
S. Do you vielt general education 
cleaeee at tha high achoola/ 
comunity collegia to obaarve
inatructlonl 14.6 6S.4 5.9 94.1 .88 .348
6* Do yon vleit occupational education 
cinema at tho high achoola/ 
coaaunlty college* to obeerv* 
lnetructlon!
9. Do you attend atateulda or regional 
netting* of edalnlatretorn to 
dlecuea nattere pertinent to 
articulation between general
education prograa* at th* high
.03 .854echool and conaunlty college! 17.1 71.9 19.4 70.6
10, Do you attend atatawldo or regional 
aeetlnga of adnlnlatrator* to 
dlacuaa nattere pertinent to 
articulation between occupational 
education prograa* at the high
echool and coaauelty college! 30.4 t».t 47.1 51.9 1.S1 .119
1). Ha* your coaaunlty college/high achool 
been Involved in diacueelon* 
regarding the davalopnent of a 
general education prograa which 
la well articulated between the 
leat two year* of high achool and
th* two year* of the coaaunlty
.0431*)college! 13.9 76.1 SO.O SO.O 4.10
14. !!*« your comunity college/high achool
been Involved in dlecuielona 
regarding the developnent of e 
four-year occupational education 
prcgr*« which would includa baalc 
preparation in the laat two yeera 
of high echool and apeclalltad
IS.
college!
If yae, Fee thie reeulted In 
fecultlea Jointly developing
16.5 73.5 31.3 68.7 .13 .714
16.
prograa*!
It yea, have competency level*
57.1 47,9 37.S 61.5 .79 .373
been dtcldtd upon! 54.5 43.5 SO.O 50.0 .04 .843
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Table 8 
Continued
N end Percentagea (or lea and Mo Chl-Squora and
Reeponaea by Geographical Probability
Location Laval
Southwaatarn.
Northern and Southcaatern
Quastlona Cantral and Eaatern Chl-Sq Frob. Laval
(H - 31) (N - 37)
Yta No Tee No
X X  X X
II. Do 1il|h achool atudenta hava tha 
opportunity to vlalt general 
education claaaaa at the coaaunlty 
collate or receive orientation to 
the opportunltlea for atudy at
tho college! O i l  35.6 81.1 17.8 1,86 .171
19, Do hi|h achool atudenta hava tha
opportunity to vlalt occupational 
education claaaaa at tha coaaunlty 
collate or receive orientation 
to tha opportunltlea lor atudy at
tha collate! 88.1 31.9 77.8 11.3 .19 .111
11, Do tilth achoola oiler any collate 
laval tenaral education couraaa 
that are accepted for cradle or 
advanced placenent by the
coaaunlty collate! 11.1 77.8 78,3 13.5 13.38 .DDK*)
13. Do hl|h achoola oiler collate
laval occupatlonol education 
couraaa that are accepted lor 
credit or advanced ptacaaent
by tha coaaunlty collate! 16.3 73.3 71.* 18.6 9.67 .0011*)
18. Doea your lil|h achool/comunity
collate oiler an occupational 
prograa which la dealfnad to 
prepare txduatea for cnploy- 
aant at a laval alallar to 
that prepared tor by a pto|taa 
at a hl|h achcol/occupatlonal 
echool/coaounity collate In
your aervice area! 81.6 18.6 70,6 29.6 ,91 .337
19, Doea your high achool/ccoaiunlty
collate liava written guidellnaa 
nr pollclaa which clearly Indicate 
tha laval of tenaral education
aubjactal 68.1 31.9 96,1 5.9 6,31 .0]6(*)
31). Doea your high echool/coaounity
collate have written |uldaLlnaa 
or pollclaa which clearly indicate 
the level of occupational
education aubjecta! 36.8 63.2 80.0 10.0 2.37 .109
33. Are there any phyalcal facilltlea, 
aarvlcaa or equipmnt aha red by 
hlfh achoola and coanunlty
colleger In your aarvlca area! 72.0 28.0 30.0 30.0 1.86 .091
36. Doea your high achool/coaaunlty
collafa aake uaa of high achool/ 
coaaunlty collate faculty aa guaat 
lacturara, conaultanta. or 
taaource paraona In tha general
education area! 79.6 10.6 66,7 33.3 1.11 .171
37. Doea your high achool/coaaaunlty
collate aaka uae of ht(h achool/ 
coaaunlty collate faculty aa fueat 
lacturara. conaultanta. or 
reaource paraona In the occupa­
tional education area! 100.0 0,0 100.0 0.0 1**) (**)
Tahla B
Continued
N and Farcentagaa for Yea and Ho Chl-Sqiinre and
Reaponane by Geographical Frohahlllty
Location Laval
Queatloue
Northern and 
central 
(H • Jl) 
Yea Ho 
I X
Gouthwaatacn. 
Southaaatarn 
and Eaatarn 
(H - 37)
Yen No 
X X
Clil-Sq Prob. Level
40, Dot* your M | h  achool/coaaunlty 
coll*|t participate In Joint 
faculty workehapn for tha 
putpaea of ataff devalopoent 
In tha general aducatlnn araaaf 17.0 as.o lb.7 83,3 .01 .973
tt, Dota your high achool/coaaunlty 
collage pattlclpata In Joint 
fnculty workahope tot tha 
purpoaa of ataff development 
In tlia occupational education 
artaaf 17,1 82.9 33.3 66.7 3.03 .133
Total 4J.0 31,0 33.0 48.0
(*) p£.05
(**) Raaponaaa lnauffIclent for Chi-Square analyale
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high schools while approximately 22% of administrators from the northern 
and central areas reported the offering of such classes in the high 
schools. This data was directly inverse to the hypothesis 7 statement. 
The chi square value of 15.56 was significant at the .05 level.
A similar response rate was found for activity question 23 dealing 
with the offering of college level occupational education courses in 
high schools. Administrators from the southwestern* southeastern* and 
eastern geographical areas were Involved at the 71% level while northern 
and central area administrators were Involved at approximately the 27% 
level. Again* this was found to be directly inverse to the hypothesis 7 
statement. The chi square value of 9.47 was significant at the .05 
level.
To activity question 29* approximately 94% of the southwestern, 
southeastern, and eastern administrators reported to have written 
guidelines or policies which clearly indicate the level of general 
education subjects while approximately 68% of the administrators from 
the northern and central areas reported such established guidelines or 
policies. This was directly Inverse to the hypothesis 7 statement. The 
chi square value of 4.51 was significant at the ,05 level.
The total percentages of yes and no responses between the 
administrators from the two geographical areas of the state showed a 
close to 50% level of participation in articulation activities by both 
groups.
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Data and Narrative £or Open Ended Questions
Statewide and Regional Meetings
Presented in Table 9 are the sponsors of statewide or regional 
articulation meetings held to discuss matters pertinent to articulation 
between community colleges/secondary schools and vocational 
schools/community colleges as repurted by school administrators.
Table 9
State and Regional Articulation Meetings Being Held in Virginia. 
Their Sponsors and Number of Administrators Reporting That 
They Knew Such Meetings Were Being Held
Number of Responses by Institutional 
Type and Total Percentage 
Responding
Sponsor Community Vocational Secondary
Colleges Schools Schools
N - 6 N - 5 N -
1. Virginia Community College 
System Office 4 0 0
2. Virginia State Department 
of Education 2 4 2
3. Local high schools and 
community colleges 1 2 2
4. Regional vocational school 
administrators 1 2 C
5. Virginia Association of 
Vocational Administrators 0 2 0
6. American Association of
Community and Junior Colleges 2 0 0
7. Virginia Educational Association 2 0 0
8. Virginia Vocational Association 2 0 0
9. Virginia Association of
Secondary School Principals 0 0 4
10. Virginia Polytechnic Institute 
and State University 1 0 1
11. District Superintendents 0 0 1
Total Percentage Responding 60X 39* 16*
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The frequency of statewide or regional articulation meetings as 
reported by school administrators Is presented in Table 10.
Table 10
Frequency of State and Regional Articulation Meetings Being Held 
in Virginia as Reported by Administrators from Community 
Colleges, Vocational Schools, and Secondary Schools
Number of Responses by Institutional Type
Frequency Community
College
Administrators
Vocational Secondary 
School School 
Administrators Administrators
Annually 6 6 5
Bi-Annually 0 0 1
Quarterly 1 1 0
Monthly 1 2 0
As Needed 1 0 0
As Indicated by the 18 school administrators responding, most
articulation meetings are held on an annual basis with the primary
sponsors being the Virginia Community College System Office and the 
Virginia State Department of Education.
Competency Based Programs
If community colleges have been involved in competency based 
program planning with high schoolB and/or vocational schools, how are 
the student competency levels determined? Four community college 
administrators responded. One administrator reported that competencies 
were determined through evaluation of the student as directed by high 
school teachers and three community college administrators reported the 
competencies to be determined via communication between high school 
teachers and community college faculty.
so
The following procedures used for determining student competencies 
were reported by four vocational school administrators:
1. High school teachers' evaluation,
2. Communication between high school teachers and community 
college faculty,
3. Documentation of tasks performed by students at high school 
level, and
4. Competency based education program established.
Only 1 secondary school administrator reported that competency 
levels were determined by the community college.
Inhibitors of College Courses Being Offered in the High Schools
School administrators considered the following to be barriers which 
inhibit college courses from being offered in the high schools.
1. Fear of loss of funding,
2. Lack of policy to determine who gets credit,
3* Timidity of high school and community college faculty,
4. Tradition of Independence,
5. Lack of time to organize,
6. TurfIsm, and
7. Enticement for high school students to leave high school 
early.
Sharing of Resources
School administrators were asked to respond to the types of 
resources which they were making available to other educational 
institutions and the types of resources being made available to them. 
In Table 11 is reported the facilities, services, and equipment which 
secondary schools and vocational schools were providing to the community
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colleges. In Table 12 is presented the facilities, services, and 
equipment which community colleges are making available to the secondary 
and vocational schools.
Table 11
Physical Facilities, Services, and Equipment Which 
Secondary Schools and Vocational Schools 
are Sharing with Community Colleges
Number of Responses by Institutional 
Type and Total Percentage 
Responding
Resources Community Vocational Secondary
Colleges Schools Schools
N - 9 N *■ 6 N = 21
(90%) (46%) (47%)
Library Facilities 3 1 9
ClasBtootn Facilities 9 4 21
Athletic Facilities 3 0 7
Computer Equipment 2 0 6
Counseling Services 1 1 2
Maintenance Services 1 0 0
Occupational Laboratories 4 3 4
Other
Driver Education Range 0 0 1
The secondary/vocational resource most frequently shared with
community colleges was the use of classroom facilities. The total
number of secondary schoolB responding (47%) reported that community 
colleges were utilizing high school classrooms. Likewise, all 9 
community college administrators (90%) reported the utilization of high 
school classroom space. The second most frequently shared resource by 
secondary schools was library facilities and the third and fourth were 
athletic facilities and occupational laboratories respectively.
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Table 12
Physical Facilities, Services, and Equipment Which 
Community Colleges are Sharing with Vocational 
SchoolB and Secondary Schools
Number of Responses by Institutional 
Type and Total Percentage 
Responding
Resources Community 
Colleges 
N » 8 
(SOX)
Vocational 
Schools 
N - 3 
(23%)
Secondary 
Schools 
N - 16 
(35%)
Library Facilities 8 3 10
Classroom Facilities 3 0 3
Athletic Facilities 2 0 2
Computer Equipment 4 0 3
Counseling Services 5 2 4
Maintenance Services 0 0 0
Occupational Laboratories 
Other
3 2 5
Surplus Equipment i 0 0
SAT Preparation Course 0 0 1
Student Financial Aid Workshop 0 0 2
The community college resource moBt frequently Bhared with 
secondary and vocational schools was the library facilities. All 8 
community college administrators who responded reported their libraries 
to be utilized by secondary/vocational schools. The second most 
frequently shared resource was counseling services and the third was 
occupational laboratories.
Benefits of Resource Sharing
Community college administrators reported the following benefits of 
sharing resources with high schools and vocational schools:
1. Avoids duplication
2. Saves money
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3. Provides a convenient delivery system
A. Provides a classroom space which is not available at community
college
5. High school classroom space allows community college to handle 
enrollment It could not otherwise have provided space for
Vocational school administrators reported the following benefits of 
the sharing of resources with community colleges:
1. Avoids costly duplication of services
2. Opens lineB of communication between two training levels
Secondary school principals reported the following benefits of
sharing resources with community colleges:
1. Students can take college courses at night at own high school
2. Convenience
3. Accessibility
A. Complements both programs
5. Additional resources
6. Helps prepare students for SATs at low cost
7. Allows greater breadth of programs
8. Cost efficiency
Adequacy of High School Programs
Do you feel that high school programs provide the type of 
preparation needed by a student to succeed In the community college 
program? If no, in what curricular areas do high schools need to 
improve?
Three community college administrators felt high Bchools needed to 
improve in the following curricular areas:
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1. Basic skills in reading, writing, and math
2. Technical math c I s b b  needed in high school vocational schools 
to include introductory skillB in algebra, geometry, and trigonometry
3. Physics where needed
Ho vocational schools or high school administrators reported their 
institutions needing improvement.
Groups and Agencies Responsible for Articulation Conferences
Administrators from community colleges, vocational schools, and 
secondary schools were asked who should he responsible for bringing 
educators together to discuss articulation between educational units. 
Their responses are presented in Table 13.
Table 13
Groups or Agencies Expected to be Responsible for Planning Articulation 
Conferences as Reported by School Administrators
Number and Percentages by 
Institutional Type
Responsible Agency or Group
Community 
Colleges 
N - 9 
(90%) 
No. %
Vocational 
Schools 
N « 11 
(85%)
Ho. %
Secondary 
Schools 
N - 38 
(845)
Ho. %
State Department of Education 5 55 9 82 23 60
State Council of Higher Education 2 22 2 18 9 24
Local Articulation Committee 6 67 3 27 13 34
State Articulation Committee 3 33 3 27 3 8
State Board for Community Colleges 
High School and Community College
4 44 0 0 9 24
Administrators
Other
4 44 4 36 16 42
High School and College Faculty 
Local Directors of Vocational
1 10 0 0 0 0
Education 1 10 0 0 0 0
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As reported in Table 13, the agencies and groups held most 
responsible for encouraging, hosting, planning, and financing 
articulation conferences were the State Department of Education with 
support of 37 administrators, local articulation committees with support 
of 22 administrators, and high school and community college 
administrators with support of 24 administrators.
Practices to Promote Articulation
The following practices, which were expected to improve 
articulation between secondary units and community colleges, were 
reported as existing or being currently planned:
As reported by 3 community colleges:
1. Joint in-service workshops
2. Faculty exchange programs
3. Periodic meetings with high school and community college
faculty and staff
4. State articulation agreement
5. Regular meetings of coordinating council of vocational and
adult education personnel
6. Articulation agreement in force for 3 occupational areas
As reported by 1 vocational school:
1. Agreement exists between community college and three local 
school divisions for vocational education programs (copy. of agreement 
was attached but restricted from publication)
As reported by 5 secondary schools:
1. Possibilities are currently under study
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2. Working out agreement for community college faculty to teach 
courses at high school during school day
3. Guidance conference
4. Central office high school and community college 
administrators meet twice a year to discuss programs
Educational Programs Having Formulated Articulation Policies and/or 
Agreements
The general education and occupational programs which had been 
cooperatively planned and for which articulation policies had been 
formulated were recorded by 15 administrators. These programs are 
listed in Table 14 with the actual number of administrators reporting by 
curriculum area.
Of the five community college administrators who responded, none 
reported having agreements with secondary schools in the general 
education program areaB. In the occupational education areas, four 
(40%) community colleges reported that policies had been formulated for 
secretarial science programs, and three (30%) community colleges have 
developed agreements for drafting programs. These were the only program 
areas having more than a single response recorded by community college 
admlnis trators.
Of the six (46%) vocational school principals who reported to have 
formulated articulation policies, one was developed in the general 
education program area. The most frequently mentioned area in which 
agreements existed was electronics, with five vocational principals 
responding. The program areas of drafting and automotive mechanics each 
had three vocational principals who reported Involvement in agreements 
with community colleges.
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Four (6%) secondary school principals reported being involved in 
articulation agreements. The general education areas of computer 
programming and GED courses each had one secondary school reporting to 
have made formalized policy with a community college. Other curricula 
areas receiving more than one response were machine shop with three 
secondary school principals involved, and drafting and automotive 
mechanics each with two principals reporting policy established with 
community colleges.
Table 14
Programs Reported to Have Formulated Articulation Policies and/or 
Agreements Between High Schools, Vocational Schools, and
Community Colleges
Number by Institutional Type
Programs
r
Community 
Colleges 
N - 5 
(50%)
Vocational 
Schools 
N *■ 6 
(46%)
Secondary 
Schools 
N - 4 
(8%)
General Education 0 0 0
Advanced Placement 0 1 0
GED Courses 0 0 1
Computer Programming 
Occupational Education
0 0 1
Secretarial Science 4 1 1
Drafting 3 3 2
Math 1 0 0
Automotive Mechanics 1 3 2
Electronics 1 5 1
Nursing 1 1 0
Mechanical Technologist 1 0 1
Electricity 0 2 0
Machine Shop 0 1 3
Data Processing 0 ‘1 0
Horticulture 0 1 0
Building Trades 0 0 1
Chapter 5
SUMMARY, FINDINGS, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Summary
The primary purpose of this study was to determine the status of 
articulation activities between community colleges, vocational schools, 
and secondary schools In Virginia and to assess the attitudes of 
administrators toward articulation activities in these educational 
units. The study was conducted during the spring of 1983.
A paired questionnaire was adopted for the study from a 1974 
questionnaire developed by Cheryl Opachinch and James Linksz. The 
questionnaire required yes and no responses to questions dealing with 
school administrators’ participation in articulation activities and 
their attitudes toward these articulation activities. The 
questionnaires also contained open-ended questions allowing 
administrators to individualize their responses. Copies of the 
questionnaires are included in Appendix B.
The questionnaires were mailed to 10 community college deans, 73 
secondary school principals, and 20 vocational school principals for a 
total sample of 103.
The total number of responses received was 68, with response from 
10 community college administrators (100%), 45 secondary school
principals (62%), and 13 vocational school administrators (65%). 
Responses of administrators to the attitudlnal questions were used to
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generate data for hypothesis 1, 2, and 3. Responses of administrators 
to the activity questions were used to generate data for hypothesis 4, 
5, 6, and 7.
All 7 hypotheses were analyzed for significant differences using 
chi square analysis. The 0.05 level of significance or beyond was 
required. Percentages were used to report participation In articulation 
activities as well as positive and negative attitudes of administrators 
toward articulation activities. Data from open-ended questions were 
presented in tabular and narrative form.
FindingB
Prom the results of the data analysis and interpretation, the 
following findings are presented. Findings are reported as they pertain 
to each hypothesis as stated In the research form.
Hypothesis 1
A significantly higher percentage of community college 
administrators will have positive attitudes toward articulation than 
will vocational school principals.
Significant differences were found in the attitudes of the 
administrators toward the offering of college level classes at the high 
schools and In the sharing of resources. The results indicated that 
community college administrators had a significantly more positive 
attitude toward high schools offering college level occupational 
education courses that can be accepted for credit or advanced placement 
by the community college than was held by vocational school 
administrators.
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Significantly more community college administrators felt that 
sharing of facilities, services, or equipment was of benefit to their 
institutions than did vocational school administrators. Percentage 
totals Bhoved both community college administrators and vocational 
school administrators reporting overall positive attitudes toward 
articulation activities.
Hypothesis 2
A significantly higher percentage of community college 
administrators will have positive attitudes toward articulation than 
will secondary school principals*
Significant differences were found only in the attitudes of the 
administrators toward community college faculty teaching college level 
courses in the high schools. Significantly more community college 
administrators felt that community college faculty could teach college 
level courses in the high schools than did secondary school principals.
Percentage totals Indicated overall positive attitudes by both 
community college and secondary school administrators toward 
articulation activities.
Hypothesis 3
A significantly higher percentage of vocational school principals 
will have positive attitudes toward articulation activities than will 
secondary school administrators.
Significantly more secondary school principals were found to have 
positive attitudes toward the sharing of facilities, services, or 
equipment between community colleges and secondary units than did
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vocational school principals. This finding was directly inverse to the 
hypothesis 3 statement.
Percentage totals indicated overall . positive attitudes by 
vocational school principals and secondary school principals toward 
articulation activities.
Hypothesis 4
Significantly more vocational schools will he participating in 
articulation activities than there will be secondary schools 
participating in articulation activities.
Significantly more vocational school principals reported that they 
were attending statewide or regional meetings to discuss articulation of 
occupational programs between community colleges and vocational schools 
than were high school principals.
Significantly more vocational school faculties were jointly 
developing programs with community college faculties to articulate the 
last two years of high school and the two years at the community college 
than were secondary school faculties.
Percentage totals indicated that overall participation in 
articulation activities with conmunlty colleges was well below the 50% 
level for both vocational schools and secondary schools.
Hypothesis 5
Significantly more administrators from vocational schools and 
secondary schools located in urban settings will be participating in 
articulation activities with the community colleges than will be 
vocational school and secondary school administrators from rural 
Bettings,
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The results Indicated that significantly more rural school 
administrators were involved in planning meetings to discuss cooperation 
in occupational education subject areas than were urban administrators. 
This finding was directly inverse to the hypothesis 5 statement.
Significantly fewer rural administrators reported involvement in 
discussions regarding the development of general education programs 
which are articulated between the last two years of high school and the 
two years of the community college than did urban administrators.
Urban school administrators reported significantly more 
participation in college level occupational education classes being 
offered in high schools than did rural school administrators. Less than 
one-third of rural administrators reported their schools making such 
classes available.
Significantly more urban administrators reported the presence of 
written guidelines or policies which dictated the level of general 
education subjects than did rural administrators.
Percentage totals indicated that overall participation in 
articulation activities in the rural and urban setting was just at the 
SOX level.
Hypothesis 6
Significantly more vocational schools and secondary schools served 
by large and mid-size community colleges will be .involved in
articulation activities than will be vocational schools and secondary 
schools served by small community colleges.
The data indicated that significantly more general education 
college level courses were being offered in secondary schools which were
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served by large to mid-size community colleges than are offered in those 
secondary schools served by small community colleges.
Almost identical data supported the finding that a significantly 
greater number of college level occupational courses was offered in 
vocational schools served by large to mid-size community colleges than 
was offered in those vocational schools served by small community 
colleges.
Significantly more facilities* services* and equipment were shared 
among community colleges* vocational and secondary schools that were 
located in service areas of small community colleges than there was 
sharing in vocational and secondary schools served by large to mid-size 
community colleges. This finding was inverse to the hypothesis 6 
statement.
Overall percentage totals showed that participation in articulation 
activities in both rural and urban settings existed at about the 50% 
level.
Hypothesis 7
Significantly more vocational and secondary schools located in the 
northern and central geographical areas of Virginia will be 
participating in articulation activities with community colleges than 
will be vocational and secondary schools located in the southwestern* 
southeastern, and eastern geographical areas of the state. .
The four activity questions found to be of significance as related 
to hypothesis 6 were all directly inverse to the hypothesis statement.
Significantly more administrators from the southwestern/ 
southeastern and eastern areas were found to be Involved in discussions 
regarding the development . of general education programs
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which are articulated between the last two years of high school and the 
two years of the community college than are administrators from the 
northern and central areas.
The results also indicated that a significantly greater number of 
administrators from the southeastern, southwestern, and eastern 
geographical areas were participating in the offering of college level 
general education and occupational education courses in the high schools 
than were administrators from the northern and central areas of 
Virginia.
Administrators from the southwestern, southeastern, and eastern 
areas of Virginia reported a significantly greater occurrence of written 
guidelines or policies with community colleges which indicated the level 
of general education subjects.
Again, the total percentages of reported Involvement of 
administrators in articulation activities for the two geographical 
regions showed participation at approximately the 50% level.
Findings Related to Open Ended Questions and Percentages as
Recorded in Table 1
Most articulation meetings were held on an annual basis with the 
primary sponsors being the Virginia Community College System Office and 
the Virginia State Department of Education,
Less than 50% of any of the three groups of school administrators 
reported involvement in planned meetings to . discuss cooperation in 
general education subject areas. More planned meetings were being held 
to discuss cooperation in occupational education areas with 80% of 
community colleges reporting involvement and nearly 62% of vocational 
school administrators being Involved. As Indicated by highly positive
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responses, the administrators involved In such meetings felt the 
meetings were worthwhile. The administrators not involved in such 
meetings reported that they favored the initiation of such meetings in 
the future.
More community college and vocational school administrators 
reported attendance at statewide or regional articulation meetings than 
did secondary school administrators and all Involved reported such 
meetings to be of benefit. Although 20% of secondary school principals 
had participated in such meetings, nearly 80% felt such meetings should 
be held.
A large majority of administrators favored a regular articulation 
conference which would bring together interested parties to consider 
common problems and potentials with regard to program articulation in 
the general education and occupational education areas.
Few administrators visited classes at their counterpart 
institution. Of those making such visits the majority felt such visits 
were worthwhile. The majority of administrators who had not made 
classroom visitations felt that such visits would be useful In the 
future.
Agencies and groups which administrators held most responsible for 
encouraging, hosting, planning and financing articulation conferences 
were the State Department of Education, high school and community 
college administrators and local articulation committees.
Few administrators reported any communication regarding the 
development of articulated general education programs between the last 
two years of high school and the two years at the community college. 
More communication was evidenced toward the development of such
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articulated occupational education programs with approximately 50% of 
community colleges reporting the presence of such discussions and 
approximately one-third of the vocational schools. All three 
administrative groups who reported no Buch communication existing felt 
positively that such discussions should be held. Where articulated 
programs were reported, the faculties appeared to be jointly involved in 
program development and competency levels had been established for some 
programs, especially in occupational curricula areas.
The programs most reported by administrators to have formulated 
articulation agreements between vocational schools and community 
colleges were secretarial science, drafting and electronics.
1 The opportunity for high school students to visit general education 
and occupational education classes at the community college was reported 
available to Btudents by over 50% of secondary and vocational principals 
and by 90% of community college administrators. High school principals 
not participating expressed little Interest in initiating such visits, 
while all groups involved in such visitation programs felt the visits 
were worthwhile.
Of community college administrators 33% reported the offering of 
college level general education courses in the high schools and 40% of 
secondary school principals reported the availability of such courses. 
In comparison, 80% of community college administrators reported college 
level occupational education courses to be offered in high schools and 
50% of vocational school principals concurred that these offerings were 
available. All involved in offering such advanced classes to high 
school students felt the program to be of significant benefit to 
eligible students. Of those vocational Bchool principals not Involved,
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80% reported that they did not agree with such procedure in principle, 
and 50% of the secondary school principals not involved did not agree 
with the procedure in principle. All groups reported favorably that 
there was an availability of qualified high school faculty to teach such 
courses. Community college and vocational school administrators felt 
very positively about community college faculty instructing these 
classes in the high schools, 54% of secondary Bchool principals felt 
good about community college faculty teaching classes in the high 
schools.
A majority of the administrators from each institutional type 
reported that their schools were offering occupational programs designed 
to prepare graduates for employment at a level similar to that prepared 
for by a program offered at another educational institution in their 
service area.
A majority of administrators from each institutional type reported 
to have written guidelines or policies which indicate the levels of 
general education and occupational education subjects, although more 
such guidelines appeared to exist for subjects in the general education 
areas. Host administratora who reported existence of such guidelines 
felt them to be helpful while most of those not having such established 
guidelines felt no need to establish them in the near future.
Community college administrators reported the highest percentage of 
resource sharing (90%) and expressed this sharing to be of most benefit 
to their institutions. A majority of secondary school administrators 
reported the sharing of resources with expressed benefit to their 
schools. Vocational school administrators showed sharing of resources 
below the 50% level, and 40% of them involved felt the sharing was of
9B
benefit to their institutions. Of the 5435 of vocational administrators 
not Involved in the sharing of resources, 71Z felt there was potential 
for sharing between institutions.
The secondary/vocational resource being moBt often shared with 
community colleges was the use of classroom facilities* The community 
college resource most often shared with secondary and vocational schools 
was library facilities.
It was evidenced that community college and secondary/vocational 
school faculties were being utilized between institutions for guest 
lecturing, consulting and as resource people. All parties Involved felt 
this use of faculties to be of benefit to students and those not 
involved seemed to favor seeking such faculty services.
Very few institutions were involved In joint faculty workshops for 
the purposes of staff development in either the general education areas 
or occupational education areas. Although this practice was not common, 
it was evidenced that a majority of administrators favored beginning 
such workshops.
A large majority of all administrative groups felt high school 
programs in both the general education and occupational education areas 
provided the type of preparation needed by a student to succeed in the 
community college.
Likewise, a large majority of administrators in each group felt it 
to be realistic and desirable to design high Bchool vocational programs 
to prepare students to continue in their specialty at the community 
college as well as to immediately enter the labor force.
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Conclusions
As was Indicated by the findings, a large number of significant 
differences was not found. However, the following conclusions were 
supported by the findings In the study:
A. Community college administrators, secondary school principals 
and vocational school principals indicated overall highly positive 
attitudes toward articulation activities.
B. Community college administrators tended to have a more 
positive attitude toward college level occupational education courses 
being offered In the high schools and being accepted for credit or
advanced placement in the community colleges than did vocational school 
administrators.
C. More community college administrators felt that sharing of
facilities, services, or equipment was of benefit to their institution 
than did vocational school administrators. The secondary school 
principals held more positive attitudes toward the sharing of such 
resources with community colleges than did vocational school principals.
D. More community college administrators felt that community
college faculty could teach college level courses In the high schools 
than did secondary school principals.
G. Overall participation of secondary and vocational schools In 
articulation activities with community colleges was well below the 50% 
level.
F. More vocational school faculties were jointly involved in
articulated program development with community college faculties than 
were secondary school faculties.
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G. More rural school administrators were involved In planning
meetings to discuss cooperation in occupational education subject areas 
than were urban administrators.
H. Urban administrators Indicated more involvement in discussions
regarding the development o£ general education programs which were
articulated between the last two years of high school and the two years 
of the community college than did rural administrators.
I. More urban high schools appeared to be offering college level 
occupational education classes in programs than did rural high schools.
J. More urban administrators reported the presence of written 
guidelines or policies which dictate the level of general education
subjects than did rural administrators.
K. More general education and occupational college level courses 
were found to be offered in secondary schools which were served by large 
to mid-sire community colleges than were offered in those secondary 
schools served by small community colleges.
L. More resource sharing was reported among administrators that 
were located in service areas of small community colleges than was 
reported by administrators in service areas of large to mid-size 
community colleges.
M. More administrators from the southwestern/southeastern and 
eastern areas of Virginia were found to be Involved in discussions 
regarding the development of articulated general education programs than 
were administrators from the northern and central geographical areas of 
the state,
N, More administrators from the southeastern/southwestern and 
eastern geographical areas were participating in the offering of college
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level general education and occupational education courses in the high 
schools than were administrators from the northern and central areas of 
Virginia.
0, Administrators from the southwestern/southeastern and eastern
areaB of Virginia reported a significantly greater occurrence of written 
guidelines or policies which indicate the level of general education 
subjects.
P. Although less than half of the administrators responding were
involved in planned meetings to discuss cooperation in general education 
subject areas, they indicated their support of holding such meetings in 
the future.
Q. Few secondary school administrators reported attendance at
statewide or regional articulation meetings, but a large majority felt
such meetings should be held.
R. Nearly all administrators favored a regular articulation
conference to bring together interested parties to consider articulation 
problems and the potential for program articulation. Administrators 
felt the responsibility for such meetings to rest with the State
Department of Education, high school and community college
administrators and local articulation committees.
S. There appeared to be less discussion, planning, and
formulating of articulation practices and policies in the general
education program areas than there was in the occupational education
areas.
T. Administrators Involved in articulation activities felt very
positive about the overall benefits of such involvement.
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U. Administrators not Involved In articulation activities tended 
to hold positive feelings toward the initiation of most articulation 
practices.
V. A majority of administrators from vocational and secondary 
schools reported schools in their service areas to be offering 
occupational programs designed to prepare graduates for employment at a 
level similar to that prepared for by a program offered at other 
educational institutions in their service areas.
V. There was evidence of the resource sharing between educational 
units particularly in the areaB of classroom and library facilities. 
Community colleges seemed to derive the most benefit from the sharing of 
resources. A large majority of those not involved in sharing of 
resources felt there was potential for sharing in the future.
X. Although few schools were involved in joint faculty workshops 
for the purpose of program development* a majority of administrators 
favored initiating such workshops.
Y. Nearly all administrators involved felt that the high school 
programs were providing the type of preparation needed by studentB to 
succeed in community college programs and they felt very positively that 
high school vocational programs should be designed to allow students to 
continue in their specialty at the community college as well as to enter 
the labor force.
Recommendations
The findings of this study provided a basis for several 
recommendations for school administrators and state governing agencies 
for secondary schools and community colleges. Of moBt significance,
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educational leaders should be aware that there Is potential for the 
planning and development of articulated programs between community 
colleges* vocational schools and . secondary Bchools In Virginia. 
Participation in articulated programs Is barely at the 50% level* while 
school administrators have reported highly positive attitudes toward the 
benefits of such articulated practices and tend to favor the Initiation 
of articulation activities. Since research supports the benefits of 
cooperation between educational units* steps should be taken by 
administrators to capitalize on this positive climate.
Based on the findings* it is imperative that Btate educational 
governing boards develop a program of action to take advantage of the 
positive feelings among public school administrators toward the 
articulation process. It is recommended that after state policies and 
guidelines have been established that leadership be delegated from the 
state agencies to local articulation planning committees.
Further research is recommended to identify those educational 
programs which are most duplicated in the Virginia educational system 
and to analyze the human and financial benefits of cooperative program 
development.
A further recommendation is that the status of articulation and 
climate for articulation activities be identified in each individual 
community college service area of Virginia and that cooperative planning 
be based on these more specific findings.
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ADMINISTRATOR
SURVEYED
GEOGRAPHICAL 
LOCATION
LETTER 
CODE COLLEGE
CV Central Virginia
ES Eastern Shore
G Germanna
LF Lord Fairfax
ME Mountain Empire
NR New River
NV Northern Virginia
PDC Paul D. Camp
TN Thomas Nelson
VH Virginia Highlands
10 Community Colleges 
73 High Schools 
20 Vocational Schools
103 Total Population 
HS High Schools
V-T Vocational Technical Schools
* Total Number of High Schools or Vocational Technical Schools 
in Service Area of Community College
ENVIRONMENTAL
SETTING
SIZE OF 
INSTITUTION
SECONDARY 
SCHOOLS 
SURVEYED 
HS V-T
Dean of the College 
President
Dean of Instruction 
Dean of Instruction 
Dean of the College 
Dean of the College 
Dean of Instructional 
Services 
Dean of the College 
Dean of Instruction 
Dean of the College
Central Urban Mid-size 7* 1*
Eastern Rural Small 4* 0
Northern Rural Small 9 2*
Northern Rural Small 9 3*
Southwestern Rural Small 7 3*
Southwestern Rural Mid-size 7* 1*
Northern Urban Large 11 5*
Southeastern Rural Small 7 1*
Eastern Urban Large 5* 1*
Southwestern Rural Mid-size 7* 3*
BR
DSL
D
JSR
JT
PH
PV
Blue Ridge B
Dabney S. Lancaster S
Danville S
J. Sargeant Reynolds T
John Tyler V
Patrick Henry Vi
Piedmont Virginia
NOTE: Bold lines indicate service regions 
Dotted lines indicate shared service
Rappahannock 
Southside Virginia 
Southwest Virginia 
Tidewater 
Virginia Western 
Wytneville
o t t r m c T  o p
CQUJMHA
IS
T E N N E S S E E
M O U T H  C A R O L I N A
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COMMUNITY COLLEGE ADMINISTRATOR’S QUESTIONNAIRE
Please check the appropriate answer box next to each question.
The questions In this booklet are designed to provide useful Information 
about the status of program articulation in your area.
1, Do you have planned meetings with administrators from high 
schools in your service area to discuss cooperation In 
subject areaB?
Yes  No  General education areaB
Yes  No  Occupational education areas
Yes  No  la. If yes, are such meetings worthwhile from your point of
view?
Yes  No  lb. If no, would you favor holding such meetings?
2. Do you visit classes at the high schools in your service area 
to observe instruction and assess the implications of their 
offerings for programs at your college?
Yes  No  General education classes
Yes  No  Occupational education classes
Yes  No  2a. If yes, are such visits worthwhile for you?
Yes  No  2b. If no, do you think such visits might be useful to you
in the future?
3. Do you attend statewide or regional meetings of
administrators to discuss matters pertinent to articulation 
between programs at the high school and community college?
Yes  No  General education programs addressed
Yes  No  Occupational programs addressed
3a. If yes, who usually sponsors such meetings?
3b. If yes, how often are these meetings held?
Yes  No  3c. If yes, are such meetings of benefit to your college7
Yes  No  3d, If no, do you feel that such meetings should be held?
4. Does your college's public relations program include efforts 
specifically directed at making the public aware of community 
college opportunities?
Yes  No  General education programs
Yes  No  Occupational programs
4a. If yes, do you feel these public relations efforts are 
worthwhile?
4b. If no, do you feel such efforts should be made In the 
future?
Has your community college been Involved In discussions with
high schools in your service area regarding the development
of:
5a. a general education program which is well articulated 
between the last two years of high school and the two 
years of your community college?
5b. four-year occupational program which would Include basic 
preparation In the last two years of high school and 
specialized work continued at the community college?
5c, If yes, has this resulted in faculties jointly 
developing programs?
5d. If yes, have competency levels been decided upon for 
placement procedures?
5e, If yes, how are student competency levels determined?
5f. If no, do you feel such discussions should be held?
Does your college have a program which allows high school 
students to visit classes on your campus and/or receive 
orientation on the available opportunities for study at your 
college?
General education classes 
Occupational education classes
6a. If yes, do you feel such visits are worthwhile to the 
student?
6b. If no, do you favor Initiating such visits?
Does your college recognize college level work completed In 
high school by granting credit or awarding adyanced 
placement?
General education credit 
Occupational education credit
7a. If yes, does your college offer college level classes in 
the high schools?
7b. If yes, do you feel that this procedure is a significant 
benefit to the eligible students?
Yes,
Yea
Yes
Yes
Yes,
Yes]
Yes,
Yes
Yes
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No  7c. If no, do you agree with such a procedure in principle?
No  7d. Do you feel that the high schools in your service area
have qualified faculty members available to teach such 
courses?
No  7e. Do you feel that the faculty of the college could
Instruct these advanced classes in the high schools?
7f. What barriers, if any, could you Identify which would 
inhibit college courses being offered in high schools?
No  8. Does your community college offer an occupational program
which ie designed to prepare graduates for employment at a 
level similar to that prepared for by a program at a high 
school or occupational school in your service area?
9. Does your college have written guidelines or policies which 
clearly Indicate college level subjects?
No  General education subjects
No  Occupational education subjects
No  9a* If yes, do you feel these guidelines/policies are
helpful?
No  9b. If no, do you feel such guidelines/policies should be
developed in the near future?
10. Are there any physical facilities, services or equipment
shared by your college and high schools in your service area?
(check areas where sharing exist)
College makes available to high school:
library facilities ____  Counseling services ___
classroom facilities ____  maintenance services_________
athletic facilities ____  occupational laboratories____
computer equipment ___  other_
other"
High school makes available to college:
library facilities ___  Counseling services ___
classroom facilities ___  maintenance services ___
athletic facilities ___  occupational laboratories ____
computer equipment ___  other ___
other
No  10a. If yes, is this sharing of resources of benefit to your
college?
If yes, how is it beneficial?
3
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Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Ye 8
Yes_
Yes
Yes.
Yes.
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No  10b. If no, is there potential for beneficial sharing of
facilities between your college and high schools in your
service area?
11. a. Does your college make use of high school faculty
members as guest lecturers, consultants, or resource 
persons?
No  General education faculty
" No  Occupational education faculty
lib* Do your faculty members serve area high Bchools as guest 
lecturers, consultants, or resource persons?
No General education faculty
No  Occupational education faculty
No  11c. If yes, do you feel this joint venture is worthwhile?
No  lid. If no, do you favor such a venture?
12. Does your college participate with high schools in your
service area in joint faculty workshops for purposes of staff 
development?
No General education workshops
No  Occupational education workshops
No  12a. If yes, do you think these workshops are worthwhile for
your faculty members?
No  12b. If no, do you favor beginning such workshops?
13. Do you feel that high school programs provide the type of
preparation needed by a student to succeed in the community
college programs?
No  General education program
No  Occupational education program
13a. If no, in what curriculum areas do the high schools in 
your service area need to improve?
No  14. Do you feel that it is realistic and desirable to design high
school vocational programs to prepare students to continue in 
their specialty at the community college as well as to 
immediately enter the labor force?
15. Would you favor a regular articulation conference which would
bring together Interested parties to consider common problems
and potentials with regard to program articulation?
No  General education articulation
No  Occupational education articulation
U
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15a. If yes, who should be responsible for encouraging,
hosting, planning, and financing the conference? (check 
one or more)
State Department of Education ___
State Council of Higher Education_________________ ___
A Specially Constituted Local Articulation
Committee ___
A Specially Constituted State Articulation
Committee ___
State Board for Community Colleges________________ ___
High School and Community College Administrators ___
Other____________________________________________ ___
16, Please briefly describe and/or enclose copies of any existing 
or currently planned administrative procedures at your 
college which, in your opinion, will improve articulation 
between your college and the high schools In your service 
area.
17. Please describe possible additional administrative practices 
which you feel could be developed at your college that might 
improve articulation between your college and the high 
schools in your service area*
18. Please list all the programs which you have at your community 
college for which you have formulated articulation policies 
and/or agreements with a high school in the service area:
General Education Programs Occupational Programs
If available, please enclose copies of any articulation policies, procedures and 
agreements which have been adopted by your college and secondary units In your 
service area.
5
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HIGH SCHOOL ADMINISTRATOR'S QUESTIONNAIRE 
if_______
Please check the appropriate box next to each question.
The questions in this booklet are designed to provide useful information 
about the status of articulation in your area.
1. Do you have planned meetings with administrators from the 
nearby community college to dlBcuss cooperation in subject 
areas?
Yes  No  General education areas
Yes No  Occupational education areas
Yes  No  la. If yes, are such meetings worthwhile from your point of
view?
Yes  No  lb. If no, would you favor holding such meetings?
2. Do you visit nearby community college classes to observe 
instruction and assess the implications of their offerings 
for programs at your school?
YeB  No General education classes
Yes  No  Occupational education classes
Yes  No  2a. If yes, are such visits worthwhile for you?
Yes  No  2b. If no, do you think such visits might be useful to you
In the future?
3. Do you attend statewide or regional meetings of 
administrators to discuss matters pertinent to articulation 
between programs at the nearby community college and your 
high school?
YeB  No  General education programs discussed
Ybb  No  Occupational education programs discussed
3a. If yes, who usually sponsors Buch meetings?
3b. If yes, how often are these meetings held?
Yes  No  3c. If yes, are Buch meetings of benefit to your high
school?
Yes  No  3d. If no, do you feel that such meetings should be held in
the future?
4. Has your high school been involved in discussions with the 
community college in your area regarding the development of:
L18
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes_
Yes
Yes^
Yes_
Yes_
Yes_
Yes_
Yes_
Yes_
Yes_
Yes_
Yes
No  4a. a general education program which Is well articulated
between the last two years of your high school and the 
two years of the community college?
No  4b. four-year occupational programs which would include
basic preparation In the last two years of high school 
and specialized work continued at the community college?
No  4c. If yes, has thlB resulted in faculties jointly
developing programs?
No  4d. If yes, have competency levels been decided upon for
placement and procedures?
4e. If yes, how are student competency levels determined?
No  4f. If no, do you feel such discussions should be held?
5. Does your high school send interested studentB to the nearby
community college to viBit classes and/or receive orientation 
on the available opportunities for study at the college?
No  General education classes
No  Occupational education classes
No  5a. If yes, do you feel such visits are worthwhile to the
students?
No  5b. If no, do you favor initiating such visits?
6. Does your high school offer any college level courses that
are accepted for credit or advanced placement by the nearby 
community college?
No  General education courses
No  Occupational education courses
No  6a. If yes, do you feel the existence of these courses is a
significant benefit to some of your students?
No  6b. If no, do you see a need to develop such advanced
courses at your high school?
No  6c. Do you feel there is the availability of. qualified
faculty members at your school to teach such courses?
No  6d. Do you feel that faculty from the nearby community
college could instruct these advanced classes in the 
high school?
No  7. Does your high school offer an occupational program which is
designed to prepare graduates for employment at a level 
similar to that prepared for by a program at the local 
community college? .
2
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Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes_
Yes^
Yes_
Yes
Yes'
8. Does your high school have written guidelines or policies 
which clearly indicate high school level subjects and college 
level subjects?
No  General education subjects
No  Occupational education*subjects
No  8a. If yes, do you feel these guidelines/pollcleB are
helpful?
No  8b. If no, do you feel such guidelines/policies should be
developed in the near future?
9. Are there any physical facilities, services or equipment 
shared by your high school and nearby community college? 
(check areas where sharing exist)
High school makes available to college:
library facilities ___  Counseling services ___
classroom facilities ___  maintenance services ___
athletic facilities ___  occupational laboratories ___
computer equipment ___  other_________________________
other
College makes available to high school:
library facilities ___  Counseling services
classroom facilities ___  maintenance services
athletic facilities ___  occupational laboratories
computer equipment ___  other_____________________
other
No  9a. If yes, is this sharing of resources of benefit to your
high school?
How is it beneficial?
No  9b. If no, is there potential for beneficial sharing of
facilities between your high school and the nearby 
community college?
No  10. Does your high school make use of community college faculty
members as guest lecturers, consultants or resource persons7
No  10a. If yes, is this of significant benefit to your students?
No  10b. If no, do you favor seeking the services of college
faculty?
11. Does your high school participate with the nearby community 
college in joint faculty workshops for the purposes of staff 
development?
No  General education faculty
No  Occupational education faculty
3
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Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No  11a. If yes, do you feel they are worthwhile for your
faculty?
No  lib. If no, do you favor the beginning of such workshops?
12. Do you feel that the high school programs provide the type of
preparation needed by a student to succeed In the community 
college program?
No  General education program
No  Occupational education program
12a. If no, in what curriculum areas does the high school 
program need to improve?
No  13. Do you feel that it Is realistic and desirable to design high
school occupational programs to prepare students to continue 
in their specialty at the community college as well as to 
immediately enter the labor force?
14. Would you favor a regular articulation conference which would
bring together interested parties to consider common problems
and potentials with regard to program articulation?
No  General education articulation
No  Occupational education articulation
14a. If yes, who should be responsible for encouraging
hosting, planning and financing the conference? (check 
one or more)
State Department of Education ___
State Council of Higher Education ___
A Specially Constituted Local Articulation
Committee ___
A Specially Constituted State Articulation
Committee____________________________________________
State Board of Community Colleges ___
High School and Community College Administrators ___
Other
15. Please briefly describe and/or enclose copies of any existing 
or currently planned administrative practices at your high 
school which, in your opinion, will improve articulation of 
general education between your school and the nearby 
community college.
4
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16. Please describe possible additional administrative practices 
which you feel could be developed at your high school that 
might improve articulation between your school and the nearby 
community college.
17. Please list all the programs which you have at your high 
school for which you have formulated articulation policies 
and/or agreements with a nearby community college:
General Education Programs Occupational Programs
If available, please enclose copies of any articulation policies, procedures and 
agreements which have been adopted by your school and the community college in 
your service area.
5
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February 28, 1983
Dr. James J. Linksz 
Dean of Instruction 
Catonsvllle Community College 
Box 3273
Catonsvllle, MD 21228 
Dear Dr. Llnksz:
As a doctoral candidate at East Tennessee State University, I am 
presently planning a research project which will provide data for my 
dissertation. The purpose of the study is to determine the status of 
general education and occupational program articulation efforts and 
practices as they exist between community colleges and the public 
secondary schools in Virginia.
The questionnaire for the study was designed after the 
questionnaire utilized in your Handbook for Articulating High School and 
Community College Career Programs. I am requesting your permission to 
use the adaptation of your instrument as attached,
I feel this study is In line with the purpose aB set forth in the 
handbook. The results of the study will be shared with the 
administration of both educational units involved. As an employee of 
Mountain Empire Community College who has worked with secondary schools 
in cooperative programming, I think this study could provide information 
which could implement the articulation process in Virginia.
1 would sincerely appreciate your cooperation and look forward to a 
positive reply.
Yours truly,
Linda Kilgore 
Development Officer
jm
Attachment
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February 28, 1983
Dr. S. John Davis
Superintendent of Public Instruction 
Department of Education 
Richmond, VA 23216
Dear Dr. Davis:
As a doctoral candidate at East Tennessee State University, I am 
presently designing a research project which will provide data for my 
dissertation. Through this research project 1 hope to secure a better 
understanding of the current status and desirability of activities which 
contribute to articulation of general education and occupational 
programs between secondary schools and community colleges in Virginia.
As an employee of Mountain Empire Community College who has worked with 
secondary schools and seen the value of cooperative planning, I feel 
this study could provide information applicable to both educational 
unitB involved.
I would like your endorsement of this project and your permission 
to involve selected secondary schools in this study.
The study will utilize matched questionnaires to determine 1) the 
perceptions of community college deans of instruction and secondary 
principals toward cooperative endeavors, 2) the kinds and extent of 
articulation practices in general education and occupational programs 
being conducted between community colleges and secondary schools in 
their service areas, and 3) areas of agreement between administrators 
from the two units which will allow the researcher to present 
recommendations for cooperative practices which could be initiated to 
improve program articulation between the secondary and community college 
system.
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Dr. S. John Davie 
Page 2
February 28• 1983
The sample will include ten community colleges, along with 
seventy-two secondary schools and their respective vocational units 
located within the attendance areas served by the colleges.
Uith your permission the attached questionnaire will be sent to the 
seventy-two high school principals and twenty vocational school 
principals which are included in the sample.
1 am anxious to conduct a study which may produce some significant 
results. Your approval and endorsement would be most appreciated. A 
sample memo of endorsement and support Is included for your 
consideration.
Sincerely,
Linda Kilgore 
Assistant Director of 
Continuing Education
j®
Attachment
cc Dr. Charles Burkett, Chairman of Doctoral Committee 
Dr. Victor B. Flcker, President, MECC
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SAMPLE MEMO
M E M O R A N D U M
TO: High School Principals
FROM: Dr, S. John Davis
Superintendent of Public Instruction
DATE: February 28, 1983
SUBJECT: PARTICIPATION IN A RESEARCH PROJECT TO DETERMINE THE STATUS
OF ARTICULATION EFFORTS AND PRACTICES AS THEY EXIST BETWEEN 
COMMUNITY COLLEGES AND THE PUBLIC SECONDARY SCHOOLS IN 
VIRGINIA
Selected secondary schools throughout the state are being asked to 
participate in a research project being conducted by Linda Kilgore, an 
employee of the Virginia Community College SyBtem, Through this study 
we may secure a better understanding of the current status and 
desirability of activities which contribute to articulation of general 
education and occupational progams between secondary schools and 
community colleges in Virginia.
Your assistance by completing the questionnaire will be 
appreciated. It should take only a few minutes of your time, and the 
information that you give us may help us better serve our students who 
will be attending community colleges in Virginia. Your responses will 
be considered confidential and no evaluations will be made.
When you have completed the questionnaire, you only need to staple 
and mall since the postage has been prepaid. Thank you for your 
assistance in this effort.
jm
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February 28, 1983
Or. James H. Hinson, Jr., Chancellor 
Virginia Community College System 
P. 0. Box 1558 
Richmond, VA 23212
Dear Chancellor Hinson:
As a doctoral candidate at East Tennessee State University, 1 am 
presently designing a research project which will provide dota for my 
dissertation. Through thlB research project 1 hope tc- secure a better 
understanding of the current status and desirability of activities which 
contribute to articulation of general education and occupational 
programs between secondary schools and community colleges in Virginia.
As an employee of Mountain Empire Community College who has worked with 
secondary schools and seen the value of cooperative planning, 1 feel 
this study could provide information applicable to both educational 
units involved.
1 would like your endorsement of this project and your permission 
to Involve selected community colleges in the Virginia System in this 
study.
The study will utilize matched questionnaires to determine 1) the 
perceptions of community college deans of Instruction and secondary 
principals toward cooperative endeavors, 2) the kinds and extent of 
articulation practices in general education and occupational programs 
being conducted between community colleges and secondary schools in 
their service areas, and 3) areas of agreement between administrators 
from the two units which will allow the researcher to present 
recommendations for cooperative practices which could be initiated to 
Improve program articulation between the secondary and community college 
system.
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Dr. James H. Hinson, Jr., Chancellor 
Page 2
February 28, 1983
The sampling of ten community colleges is representative of at 
least one small rural community college, a mid-sized rural community 
college, and a large urban community college. The geographical regions 
of the state were also represented in the sample. The ten colleges, 
along with seventy-two secondary schools and their respective vocational 
units located within the attendance areas served by the colleges, form 
the total sample.
With your permission the attached questionnaire will be sent to the 
deans of instruction at the following colleges:
Northern Virginia Community College 
Thomas Nelson Community College 
Mountain Empire Community College 
Virginia Highlands Community College 
Lord Fairfax Community College 
Germanna Community College 
Paul D. Camp Community College 
Eastern Shore Community College 
New River Community College 
Central Virginia Community College
In September at the regional faculty in-service held at Southwest 
Community College, you may recall that Gordon Davies said that one of 
the major issues as identified by the colleges of the VCCS is 
articulation efforts or lack of articulation efforts between the 
community colleges and their secondary units. I am anxious to conduct a 
study which may produce some significant results. A sample memo of 
endorsement and support is included for your consideration. Your 
approval and endorsement would be most appreciated.
Sincerely,
Linda Kilgore 
Assistant Director of 
Continuing Education
Attachment
cc Dr. Charles Burkett, Chairman of Doctoral Committee 
Dr. Victor B. Ficker, President, MECC
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SAMPLE MEMO
M E M O R A N D U M
TO: Deans of Instruction
FROM: Dr. James H. Hinson, Jr., Chancellor
Virginia Community College System
DATE: February 28, 1983
SUBJECT: PARTICIPATION IN A RESEARCH PROJECT TO DETERMINE THE STATUS
OF ARTICULATION EFFORTS AND PRACTICES AS THEY EXIST BETWEEN 
COMMUNITY COLLEGES AND THE PUBLIC SECONDARY SCHOOLS IN 
VIRGINIA
Selected community colleges throughout the state are being asked to 
participate in a research project being conducted by Linda Kilgore, who 
is employed In the Community College System. Through this study we may 
secure a better understanding of the current status and desirability of 
activities which contribute to articulation of general education and 
occupational progams between secondary schools and community colleges in 
Virginia.
Your assistance by completing the questionnaire will be 
appreciated. It should take only a few minutes of your time, and the 
information that you give us may help us better serve students who will 
be attending community colleges in Virginia. Your responses will be 
considered confidential and no comparisons or evaluations will be made.
When you have completed the questionnaire, you only need to staple 
and mail since the postage has been prepaid. Thank you for your 
assistance in this effort.
jm
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March 8, 1983
Ms. Linda Kilgore, Development Officer 
Mountain Empire Community College 
Drawer 700
Big Stone Gap, Virginia 24219 
Dear Ms. Kilgore:
Thank you for writing to me with regard to your doctoral project at 
East Tennessee State University. I am very pleased that you have 
found my prior work useful to you. You have my permission to use 
the adaptations of my questionnaire formats as you requested in the 
attachments to your letter of February 28, 1983.
As the founding Dean of Rappahannock Community College, I am doubly 
pleased that you will be able to do in Virginia what I attempted in 
Maryland a decade ago. I feel sure that your work will be signifi­
cant and well received.
You may be interested to know that a similar study is underway at 
the University of Georgia. Mr. Michael D. Moye of the Vocational 
Education Center in Valdosta, GA (zip 31698) is conducting the work 
as part of his doctoral project (UG-Athens). He is working mainly 
with the dimensional concepts in my study - communications, inter­
action, and information.
I look forward to hearing of the successful conclusion of your work. 
Please feel free to call on me if I can be helpful to you as your 
work progresses.
James J. Linksz (J 
Dean of Instruct!
chcr
LIOHT HUNDRED SOUTH KOI.LINO ROAD BALTIMORE COUNTY, MARYLAND 212JM
C O M M O N W E A L T H  of V IR Q IN IA
DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION
P.O. Box 6Q 
RICHMOND 23216
March 17, 1983
Ms. Linda Kilgore 
Assistant Director of 
Continuing Education 
Mountain Empire Community College 
Drawer 700
Big Stone Gap, Virginia 24219 
Dear Ms. Kilgore:
Dr. S. John Davis has asked me to respond to your recent letter requesting his 
sponsorship of a survey for collecting data for your doctoral dissertation.
While we feel that the goals of your research project are most laudable, we 
do not feel that it would be appropriate for Dr. Davis to assume responsibility for 
sponsorship or endorsement of your proposed survey. We feel certain that most of 
the secondary school principals would respond by completing the survey instrument 
at your request. An additional request from Dr. Davis would probably not result in 
significantly greater response from the principals and couid result in a negative 
reaction on the part of those who might regard his intervention as inappropriate.
We wish you well in this project and would be interested in the outcome. 
Hopefully, it will identify cooperative practices which will be helpful to the schools 
involved.
Sincerely,
S. Barry Morris 
Director
Administrative Review Service
SBM/ag
VIRGINIA COMMUNITY COLLEGE SYBTEM
JAMBS MOIUROE BUII.DINQ, 101 NORTH 14TH BTRBBT, TBLBPHONB ARBA CODI 804/880-8117 
MAILING AODRBBBi P.O. BOX 1BBB, RICHMOND, VIRGINIA B3H18
April 15, 1983
Ms. Linda Kilgore 
Assistant Director of 
Continuing Education 
Mountain Empire Community College 
Drawer 700
Big Stone Gap, Virginia 24219 
Dear Ms. Kilgore:
Permission is granted for you to seek the assistance of ten 
Virginia community colleges with your doctoral dissertation:
"...A Research Project to Determine the Status of 
Articulation Efforts and Practices as They Exist 
Between Community Colleges and the Public Secondary 
Schools in Virginia."
You should know that each president whom you contact has the 
authority to decide about cooperating with your doctoral 
research activities. The idea of furthering cooperative 
planning between the secondary schools and the community 
colleges is not just timely, it has become a requisite to 
academic program development and evaluation in a time of 
scarce resources. Since you will be exploring the linkages, 
either existing or needed, between the public schools and 
the colleges regarding occupational programs, your topic 
addresses an issue which is of vital interest to everyone 
engaged in vocational-technical education in the Commonwealth
You will find attached the notes which Dr. Ed Morse made 
regarding your survey instrument. Please keep in touch with 
him regarding the final draft of the questionnaire you plan 
to send to the colleges.
Please know that we are very interested in obtaining the 
results of your study. We hope to hear from you in the near 
future.
Sincerely yours.
Dr. Elmo Roesler 
Planning and Evaluation
ER/cm
cc: Dr. Perry Adams
Dr. Victor D. Ficker 
Dr. Ed Morse
March 14, 1983
Dr. Elmo Roesler
Virginia Community College System 
P. 0. Box 1558 
Richmond, VA 23212
Dear Dr. Roesler:
1 hope the enclosed section of my prospectus will provide you with 
information necessary for making suggestions which will lead to 
endorsement and support of my study. As you will find, the primary 
purpose of the study is to identify the kinds of articulation practices 
presently in existence between the two educational levels, and to 
identify areas where a positive climate prevails as determined by the 
administrators from each system.
You mentioned that guidelines have been developed for the granting 
of credits to high school students for certain approved college level 
courses. 1 would certainly appreciate information concerning policy and 
procedures in this articulative area and others which might be addressed 
in the study. The study could report the presence of such past efforts 
and could determine 1) if administrators are in fact knowledgeable of 
their existence, and 2) if so, are they making use of the guidelines, 
and 3) if not, do they perceive them to be beneficial enough to initiate 
in their system.
As 1 mentioned, I will be presenting the prospectus to the Graduate 
Seminar at ETSU on March 17. At this time, 1 will aBk for approval to 
continue with the study. 1 would ask that you notify me prior to this 
date if you see any major problems that we could not resolve.
I sincerely appreciate the attention you are giving this request.
Yours truly,
Linda Kilgore 
Assistant Director of 
Continuing Education
jm
Enclosure
April 20, 1983
Dr. Donald E. Fuyear, President 
Central Virginia Community College 
Box 4098
Lynchburg, VA 24502 
Dear Don:
Enclosed is a questionnaire to be completed by your Dean of 
Instruction or Dean of the College as appropriate. This Btudy of high 
school-community college articulation has been approved by both the 
State Department of Education and the VCCS. As you might guess, it is 
part of a doctoral dissertation study conducted by Ms. Linda Kilgore of 
our staff.
1 would appreciate it if you would assign a high priority to this. 
Time is critical for Ms. Kilgore, and 1 told her 1 would ask this favor 
of you. Please feel free to mark it down that I owe you one.
Thanks again for your help.
Sincerely,
Victor B. Ficker 
President
jm
Enclosure
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VIRGINIA COMMUNITY COLLEGE SYSTEM
JAMBS MQNROB BUILOINO, 101 NORTH IrtTH STB BBT, TBLBPHONB ARBA CODS 
MAIUNO AD D R IIS l P.O. SDK 1SBB, RICHMOND, VIRQINIA S3S1B
March 9, 1983
Ms. Linda Kilgore 
Assistant Director of 
Continuing Education 
Mountain Empire Community College 
Drawer 700
Big Stone Gap, Virginia 24219 
Dear Ms. Kilgore:
Your letter of February 28 to Dr. James H. Hinson, Jr., has 
been sent to me for a response. In our phone conversation 
today, I indicated that staff in the System Offices will 
need to see those portions of your research prospectus which 
describe the study methodology and the outcomes you expect 
to obtain from administering your questionnaire to deans of 
instruction in ten of the Virginia community colleges.
The idea of obtaining a better understanding of the current 
status and desirability of activities which contribute to 
articulation of general education and occupational programs 
between secondary schools and the Virginia community colleges 
is a good one. Your instrument, however, has points of 
inquiry which could be answered on the basis of VCCS policy 
or through a reference to System-wide data. Accordingly, X 
am asking staff in Instructional Programs to review the 
questions, and staff in Planning and Evaluation to review 
your assessment technique. These actions will not take much 
time, and they should provide you with information that will 
minimize your data requests to the individual colleges.
Ne will expect to receive the additional information regarding 
your study, and you will receive information from ub regarding 
our review of the dissertation questionnaire.
f ’ *
I . ir
Planning and Evaluation 
Instructional Programs
ER/ph
cc: Dr. James H. Hinson, Jr., Chancellor
Dr. Perry Adams, Vice Chancellor 
Dr. Victor B. Ficker, President
APPENDIX D 
INFORMED CONSENT FORM
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East Tennessee State University 
Institutional Review Board 
INFORMED CONSENT FORM
PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR: Linda H. Kilgore
TITLE OF PROJECT: An Assessment of the Status o£ Articulation between Public
Secondary Schools and Community Colleges in Virginia
This study 1b an attempt to determine the present status of articulation 
practices between public secondary schools and community colleges in Virginia 
and to determine the perceptions of administrators toward articulation 
activities. You have been selected as representative of one of these 
educational systems.
As a participant in this research project, you are asked to take 
approximately 15 mlnuteB to complete the attached questionnaire. The 
questionnaire asks for you 1) to report on the kinds of articulation practices 
that your educational unit is cooperating in, and 2) to record your opinions 
as to the value and desirability of certain articulation practices. After 
completion, the postage-paid questionnaire is to be mailed to the return 
address as instructed on the questionnaire.
Data gathered from the questionnaire will be used to 1) report the status 
of articulative activities between the two educational systems and to
2) identify the present climate for initiating such activities (based on the
opinions expressed by administrators).
Results of the study will be shared with the Planning and Evaluation 
Office of the Virginia Community College System and with the Office of the 
Superintendent of Public Instruction of the Virginia Department of Education. 
The identity of the participants will not be revealed. The questionnaires are 
numbered only to allow the researcher to identify non-respondents. The study 
will be completed during the Summer of 1983.
I understand the purposes and procedures to be used in this study. If I 
have any further questions about this study, I understand that I can call 
Linda H. Kilgore at (703) 523-2400 who will try to answer any additional 
questions that I might have.
I understand that while my rights and privacy will be maintained, the 
Secretary of the Department of Health and Human Services does have free access 
to any information obtained in this study should it become necessary and I 
freely and voluntarily choose to participate. Further information concerning 
this may be obtained from the chairman of the Institutional Review Board.
Date Signature of Volunteer
Date Signature of Investigator
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Personal Data:
Education:
Professional
Experience:
VITA.
LINDA H. KILGORE
Date of Birth: -December 22, 1943
Place of Birth: Kingsport, Tennessee
Marital Status: Married
Public Schools, Scott County, Virginia
East Tennessee State University, Johnson City,
Tennessee; home economics education, B.S., 1966. 
East Tennessee State University, Johnson City, 
Tennessee; library science, M.A., 1971.
East Tennessee State University, Johnson City,
Tennessee; educational supervision, Ed.D., 1983.
School Lunch Nutritionist, Scott County, Virginia 
1966-1967.
Librarian, North Junior High School, Johnson City, 
Tennessee, 1969-1970.
Librarian, Weber City Elementary School,
Scott County School System, Gate City, Virginia, 
1970-1976.
Field Supervisor For Intern Teacher, Doctoral 
Fellowship, East Tennessee State University, 
Johnson City, Tennessee, 1976-1977.
Assistant Director of Continuing Education, Mountain 
Empire Community College, 1979-1980.
Director of Continuing Education, Mountain Empire 
Community College, 1980-1981.
Information Officer, Mountain Empire Community 
College, 1979-1982.
Coordinator of Development and Planning, Mountain 
Empire Community College, 1983-Present.
